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SUMMARY

An analytical and experimental program was conducted to establish feasibili-
ty and determine characteristics of the Sikorsky TRAC rotor system, which
is a unique variable-diameter, telescoping-blade concept for advanced
rotary-wing aircraft.* The program included a preliminary design study of
a full-scale blade, wind tunnel tests of a dynamically scaled rotor model
in various flight modes, and correlation of experimental results with
theory.

The program achieved all of its major objectives. The dynamic model rotor
was successfully operated in every planned operational mode. Feasibility
was established for the TRAC rotor operating both as a high-speed compound
helicopter and as a stopped/stowed rotor configuration. The basic blade
structural design and the retraction system were verified with the model,
which was scaled for operation at full tip speeds and forward speeds. With
blades extended, the rotor demonstrated lift and propulsive force capabili-
ties comparable to those of conventional rotors over the speed range in-
vestigated in this mode, 60 to 150 knots, with satisfactory blade stresses.
Diameter reductions were demonstrated at forward speeds to 150 knots with
positive and rapid control and low stresses. With the rotor at minimum
diameter, rotor stops and starts were demonstrated without difficulty at
150 knots forward speed, and blade indexing tests demonstrated the ease
with which the blades could be folded for stowing. With the rotor at
minimum diameter and remaining in the rotating, fully articulated condition,
tests were conducted up to 400 knots true airspeed, demonstrating suit-
ability for high-speed compound helicopter application.

Results of the test include rotor performance, blade stress measurements,
blade motion, control loads, vibration, and stability and control deriva-
tives. Generally,good correlation with available theoretical methods was
demonstrated.

Analysis 'f the data confirms that the TRAC rotor offers a number of bene-
fits relative to conventional rotor systems for compound helicopter and
stowed rotor applications. Benefits for the compound include higher speed
potential, better performance, lower blade stresses, lower vibration levels,
reduced gust sensitivity, and reduced rotor noise. For the stowed rotor
configuration, the TRAC rotor offers a feasible solution to the problem of
stopping a rotor in flight; even at relatively high conversion speeds, blade
aeroelastic stability problems are avoided and aircraft pitching and rolling
disturbances are reduced to acceptable levels without special control
devices.

The program was an effective mea,,. of evaluating an advanced rotor system
concept. Feasibility of the overall system was successfully c.L..I'had
and design improvements identified to further improve the blade for future
applications.

* The name TRAC is derived from the phrase "telescoping rotor aircraft".
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INTRODUCTION

The TRAC rotor system concept was oriented initially to the problems
associated with a stowed-rotor aircraft configuration, wherein the air-
craft converts from a helicopter to a conventional fixed-wing aircraft in
flight.* The problems of stopping or starting a rotor in forward flight
are extreme with blades of conventional length and flexibility. Although
the rotor desi-r, may be compromised to aid the solution, by increasing
disk loading to reduce blade length and by increasing blade stiffness sub-
stantially by means of increased structural thickness and weight, signifi-
cant problems remain. The difficulties include excessive blade root bend-
ing moments, blade aeroelastic stability limitations, aircraft stability
and control problems resulting from large rotor pitching and rolling
moments, and design compromises forced by the necessity of keeping con-
version flight speeds low. The problems can be eliminated or minimized
with a variable-diameter rotor wherein the diameter is substantially
reduced prior to stopping the rotor. The TRAC rotor is designed to allow
a decrease in rotor diameter from 100 percent to approximately 60 percent
while turning at full rotational speed. By reducing the effective blade
area and the moment arm from the center of rotation, the problems of rotor
stops and starts in forward flight are greatly diminished. This approach
permits use of lower disk loadings and higher conversion flight speeds
than would otherwise be possible.

In addition to the stowed-rotor application, the potential advantages of
variable diameter to the high-speed compound helicopter configuration
were also investigated. Improved performance was predicted due to reduced
rotor system drag in cruise flight, and it was also anticipated that there
would be beneficial reductions in blade vibratory loadings, rotor gust
response, and improved blade flapping stability.

Development of the TRAC rotor was initiated under Sikorsky Aircraft's
Independent Research and Develor ent program. Preliminary design studies
were conducted and special analyses were developed to determine the blade
aeroelastic properties and the heat dissipation characteristics associated
with the retraction mechanism within the blade. The dynamically scaled
model rotor utilized in the present investigation was designed and
fabricated as a part of this effort. Some of this work is described in
Reference 1. The hovering efficiency and vertical drag effects due to
the unusual blade planform shape were evaluated with small-scale model
hover tests sponsored by the U. S. Air Force and the U. 8. Army. These
investigations were reported in References 2 and 3.

Testing of the dynamically scaled model rotor in the program reported
herein was conducted under the sponsorship of the Eustis Directorate,
U. S. Army Air Mobility Research and Development Laboratory, Fort Eustis,
Virginia. This program was initiated in 1968 and was aimed originally at
evaluation of the rotor as a stopped/stowed-rotor configuration. In 1969
the scope of the program was increa-ted to include evaluation of the rotor

* The name TRAC is derived from the phrase "telescoping rotor aircraft".
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in the high-speed compound helicopter mode, wherein the rotor continues
to rotate, operating at minimum diameter, at forward speeds as high as
400 knots. Some of the advantages of the TRAC rotor in the high-speed
compound mode are described in Reference 4.

The first wind tunnel test program of the dynamically scaled blades was
conducted in 1969. It was terminated by two accidents which damaged two
sets of blades beyond repair. The first accident was caused by an inade-
quate safety lock which allowed the rotor head to lift off the shaft at a
high lift condition in forward flight, and the second was caused by a ground
resonance type instability during a preliminary static whirl run with the
second set of blades. It was believed that this instability would be cured
by a more rigid mount, and a new fuselage with a stiffer internal structure
was adapted to the system. A second test series, conducted in 1970, was
also terminated by a form of ground resonance instability which occurred
suddenly during a test run. Detailed records of the instability were ob-
tained which demonstrated that the TRAC rotor blades were operating at
perfectly acceptable stress conditions and that the problem was a classical
ground resonance type of phenomenon in which the motion of the blades about
the lag hinge coupled with lateral translation of the model on the support
strut. Previous Sikorsky tests of other rotor systems on similar supports
had always been conducted with reduced tip speeds (blades constructed to
provide proper aeroelastic scaling at one-half tip speeds and forward
speeds). The TRAC rotor model was designed to operate at full tip speeds
and forward speeds, so that the rotational kinetic energy was much higher
than for previous tests, rnd the potential ground resonance problem corres-
pondingly more severe. it was finally evident that the test program would
have to be interrupted to incorporate major revisions to the model support
system, and the scope of the program was increased to accomplish these
changes. Results of this phase of the contract program are reported in
Reference 5 and are summarized briefly in this report. The problem was
corrected, and it was demonstrated that the ground resonance behavior of
the TRAC blades is essentially identical to that of conventional blades.

The basic tests of the TRAC rotor were completed in a straightforward
manner in the third test series in 1972, including low-speed tests in the
United Aircraft Research Laboratories (UARL) 18-foot wind tunnel and high-
speed tests in the UARL 8-foot wind tunnel. The objectives of the test,
which were to establish feasibility of the rotor system and to determine
the aerodynamic, dynamic, and aeroelastic characteristics, were accom-
plished.

2



ROTOR SYSTEM DESIGN

DESCRIPTION OF BASIC CONCEPT

A schematic arrangement of the TRAC rotor blade is shown in Figure 1. The
basic retraction mechanism is a jackscrew which serves as a primary ten-
sion member of the blade. Rotation of this screw imparts a linear re-
traction or extension motion to the retention nut and, through tension
straps, to the outboard half of the blade which is the main lifting member.
A torque tube, which is a streamlined ellipse in cross section, encloses
the jackscrew, transmits blade pitch control motion to the outboard blade,
and carries bending moments across the sliding Joint. When the rotor
diameter is reduced, the outboard blade slides over and encloses the torque
tube. The outboard blade, with a full airfoil cross section, comprises
the outer half of the radius when the blade is extended. The blade plan-
form is unusual in that the effective root cutout is very large; however,
even on a conventional blade the outboard half typically produces 90 per-
cent of the total lift in hover, and the large root cutout produces only
a few percent loss in hover efficiency (References 2 and 3).

The means for actuating the blade Jackscrew is shown schematically in
Figure 2. The heart of the mechanism is a differential gear set contained
within the rotor head, The differential consists of upper and lower bevel
gears and one bevel pinion connected to each blade jackscrew through a
universal Joint. The upper and lower bevel gears are each connected by
coaxial shafts to a clutch or brake at the bottom of the transmission.
Stopping the lower bevel gear with respect to the fuselage, while the rotor
is turning, forces the pinions of the differential to roll around the bevel
gear and thus turn the Jackscrews and retract the blades. Braking the
upper bevel gear reverses the motion and extends the blades. With both
clutches released, there is no relative motion and the rotor diameter
remains fixed. The basic mechanism is as simple and reliable as an auto-
mobile differential. The gears are fully engaged at all times and the
blades are completely synchronized. No separate power supply is required,
as the system is driven in both directions by rotation of the main shaft.
The rotor diameter is under direct control of the pilot, or test operator,
and is not influenced by aerodynamic forces or torques. It is mandatory
that the clutches he released when the blades reach the limit of extension
or retraction; however, there are a number of means of providing for auto-
matic limitation of travel and redundant safety features.

Selection of Basic Concept

Early in the design study, numerous schemes were evaluated for their poten-
tial in achieving a variable-diameter rotor system. These included use of
cables, rack-and-pinion devices, hydraulic and pneumatic systems, elastic
schemes, and Jackscrews (both conventional and antifriction types). A con-
ventional type of jackscrew was selected as the best choice because of the
following advantages: it has a high load capacity for its size and weight,
it is simple and reliable, it is sel*f-storing in the blade, and its
efficiency can be adjusted to a desired value by selection of thread pitch
and lubricants. A very high efficiency is neither needed nor particularly



desirable, because the rotor would tend to speed up then the blades are
retracted. When operating at an overall mechanical efficiency of 50 per-
cent, the rotational kinetic energy of the blades is dissipated at Just the
rate required for retraction at constant rpm in the absence of any external
aerodynamic torque. A self-locking system results if the static efficiency
is less than 50 percent. The Jackscrew serves as a heat sink during diam-
eter changes, and can be cooled conveniently with centrifugally pumped air.
The Jackscrew, in combination with the rotor head differential, provides
positive synchronization between blades, with no requirement for ratchets,
pawls, or gear-shifting devices. The Jackscrew/tension strap combination
can be made structurally redundant for high structural reliability. In
addition to being self-storing, the mass of the Jackscrew contributes sub-
stantially to blade flapping stability at minimum diameter, allowing
operation at very high advance ratio.

The blade planform arrangement, wherein the outer blade slids over and
encloses the torque tube, was selected over the alternate arrangement in
which the outer blade slides into an airfoil-shaped sleeve. The sleeve
configuration results in more blade surface area exposed after retraction
and has a severe problem related to carrying the blade bending moments,
particularly chordwise moments, across the sliding Joint. The selected
configuration greatly diminishes the problems of the sliding Joint and,
despite the large root cutout, has a hovering efficiency nearly as high
as a blade with conventional planform.

PRELIMI NARY DESIGN STUDY OF FULL-SCALE ROTOR

Desisn Criteria

Prior to the design and fabrication of the dynamic model blades for the
wind tunnel investigation, a preliminary design study war conducted for a
full-scale rotor system. It was decided that the study would be based on
a relatively large helicopter. This ground rule results in a more sevare
test of the concept than would basing it on a small aircraft, because of
the square-cube tendency for the weight fraction of the rotor system to

ncrease with increasing size. Accordingly, a T2-foot-dameter rotor and
a gross weight of ',0,000 pounds were selected. This is the same diameter
and approximately the same gross weight as for the CH-53 and CH-54
helicopters. Resulting disk loading is 10 pounds per square foot, A wing
and auxiliary propulsion were asumed to be provided for cruise flight;
thus the lift and propulsive force requirements of the rotor are reduced
relative to a high-performance pure helicopter. It was assumed that the
TRAC rotor would be required to provide full lift and propulsive force up
to a forward speed of 100 knots, but that above this speed the lifting
requirement (rotor blades extended) would be reduced in a linear fashion
to 50 percent of gross weight at 150 knots, and that the propulsive force
requirement would be reduced to zero at 150 knots. Diameter reduction was
assumed to take place at 150 knots forward speed. This conversion speed
Is relatively high in order to permit complete unloading of the rotor
during oonversion with a wing sized for efficient cruise, so that the
excessive wing size that would be required for a low-speed conversion is
avoided.
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A performance analysis indicated that the rotor lift and propulsive force
criteria could be satisfied with a four-bladed rotor having a chord dimen-
sion of the outboard blades of 3.0 feet, corresponding to a weighted rotor
solidity of 0.095, for a tip speed in the range of 650 to 700 feet per
second (conventional Sikorsky Aircraft practice).

Additional design criteria included a rotor overspeed condition (tip speed
up to 840 feet per second), vertical gust conditions (±30 feet per second)
and, with the rotor stopped at minimum diameter, maximum lift coefficient
along the entire exposed blade length at .50 knots.

Analytical Methods

Because of the unusual blade structural arrangement, it was necessary to
develop analytical design tools for the blade prior to the actual design.
Two aeroelastic analyses, shown schematically in Figure 3, were developed
by Sikorsky to assist in the design process. The first analysis considered
only two major structural elements; the inboard element representing the
combination of the torque tube and the jackscrew, and the outboard blaLe in
compression. The tension strap was represented mathematically as a weight-
less string. The analysis represented the structural elements as eight
finite length segments with lumped masses and equivalent springs represent-
ing elastic stiffness. Aerodynamic forces were treated in a conventional
strip theory procedure utilizing two-dimensional airfoil data, including
stall and Mach number effects. The analysis provided blade flapwise aero-
elastic time histories and was also used to determine natural frequencies
and mode shapes. This analysis was used in a parametric investigation in
which a large number of different structural combinations were studied in
order to establish a satisfactory de'.gn. The second analystis, with four
structural elements, was developed to refine the design study by treatment
of the internal components as well as the external ones. The general
mathematical approach was the same, but 30 mathematical segments were used.

Flapwise bending natural frequencies calculated with the two-element aero-
elastic analysis are shown in Figure 4 (from Reference 1) along with a
comparison of the frequencies calculated by conventional analysis (outer
blade in tension rather than in compression). This calculation corresponds
to the full-scale blade design at full diameter, and demonstrates 'Uhe
effects of compression in the outer blade. At a tip speed above 1000 feet
per second (well above design overspeed condition), compressive buckling
would occur with a drop in the first mode natural frequency to zero. In
the normal operating range, the natural frequencies are quite similar to
those of current production blade designs.

More recently, the aeroelamtic analysis has been extended to incluie chord-
wise and torsional degrees or freedom as well as any desired condition of
retraction or extension. Thie work, performed with support from the U. S.
AraW and reported in Reference 6, will permit additional. refinements in
future design studies.

Another analytical method developed prior to the blade design was a heat
transfer analysis developed to calculate temperature distributions within
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the Jackscrew caused by frictional heat generated during diameter oha•lges.

In order to evaluate these temperatures it was necessary to develop a
special analysis. Classical heat transfer problems usually involve a speci-
fied temperature boundary, whereas in this case the temperatures are un-
known and the rate of heat generation at the contact surface is the known
quantity. Consequently, the boundary condition at the contact surface is
a temperature gradient which is dependent on the material conductivity
properties, contact area, friction coefficient, centrifugal load, and
retraction rate. A step-by-step numerical integration technique was
programmed to solve the problem, and the computer program prints out a map
of isotherms at specified time intervals. Figure 5 from Reference I shows
the calculated temperature distribution within the Jackscrew for the mid-
point and the last instant of the passage of the nut over a partioular
point. The maximum contact temperature of approximately 500OF over
ambient, calculated for the full-scale blade design, is within acceptable
limits for the materials used.

Full-Scale Rotor Hardware Design

The preliminary design study included a brief investigation of the main
rotor hub and diameter change actuation mechanism, and a study of the blade
design in sufficient depth to obtain a reasonably accurate determination
of dimensional characteristics and weight breakdown.

The study was based on the design conditions previously listed under the
heading Design Criteria. Details of the design, derived from Reference 7,
are presented in Appendix I.

MODEL BLADE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

Design Criteria

A. diameter of 9 feet (extended) was selected as a convenient size to test
in the UARL 18-foot wind tunnel. This makes the model a one-eighth scale
of the 72-foot rotor described in the preceding section and Appendix I.
The model was dynamically scaled to provide aeroelastic similarity to the
full-scale design when operated at full-scale tip speeds and forward
speeds; thus, the model also provides full-scale Mach number scaling. A
replica technique was used in designing the model, where, insofar as
possible, the model structure was based on the same materials as the full-
scale design and the dimensions were one-eighth those of the full-scale
design. This technique automatically provides the aeroelastic similarity
desired in flapw-ise, edgewise, and torsional degrees of freedom. A general
discussion of the dynamic scaling techniques utilized is presented in
Reference 8.

Full-speed and Mach-number scaling, rather than reduced-speed scaling, was
selected because it was felt that the evaluation of structural dynamics of
the concept would be the most impox-tant output of the program. Reduced-
speed scaling is more easily achieved and entails lower risks because of
reduced forces, moments and stresses, but does not provide a realistic
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evaJuation of the structural concepts Involved, FrhemmrV, the total
thermal *nerC/ generate4 by friction between the nut and screw would bo
greatly reduced. With full tip speeds, the thermal enerId generated Is
properly sealed relative to the model masse however, even in this case
it should be noted that the heat transfer properties do not esle correctly,
so that while the averWe Jackecrew temperature due to the thermal impulse
from a diameter change cycle is correct% the transient temperature dis-
tribution within the threads and body of th* jackscrew in Incorrect,
Evaluation of this characteristic was beyond the scope of the contract
study.

DeeoriLDi of Model IRgor

A general arrangement of the model blade including the Inboard tlappinA
mes ii shown in Figure 6 in both the fully extended and retracted
positions. The outer section of the blade has a chord of O.50 inches and
an NACA 63 A016 airfoil oontour. "ie torque tube has an elliptical cross
section wi h a chord of 1.50 inthes and a thickness of 0.52 inch. The
torque tube Incorporates an Integral cuff at the root end which Is
mechanically fastened to the sleeve-spindle assembly. No attempt was made
to scale this assembly accurately because of the lack of availability of
suitably sized bearings having the required load capacities, and as a
result the sleeve-spindle assembly is substantially heavier than a dynami-
call.y scaled unit would be.

The major components of the blade consnist or the outer blade, torque tube,
bearing blocks, and the internal retraction mechanism (jackscrew, nut and
tension straps). Detaina of the model blade construction are presented in
Appendix IH.

Model Rotor -Secifications

Specification. for t1i TRAC model rotor are given in Table I. A comparison
of the spanwise distribution of blade weight with that of the full-scale
design (scaled down to the model size) is presented in Figure 7. Elastic
stiffness properties, determined by static deflection tests, are presented
in Figure 8.
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Thes United Atroaratft Rsesroh Laboratories Main Winvd Tunnel located In
Beat Hartford, Connecticut, and shown in Figure 9 van used for the TIRAC
teut. This tunnel to an atmospheric total-prossur., single-return, closed
toot station type, Both the low-speed and high-speed toot sections ane
tuotagona~l in shape, The low-speed section, which is 18 feet across the
flats, to capable at speeds of approximately 170 knots. The high-speed
insert, referred to as the 8-foot toot section, Is 7.75 teet across the
flat* and io capable of speed. approaching sanic velocity. Rtemotely con-
trolled air *xohangers located in the low-velocity section of the circuit
are employed to maintain tunnel. stagnation temperature at desired values.
The large, area of the exchangers insures that timnel stagnation pressure
I@ atmospheric, The tunnel fan Is driven by a 9000-horsepower motor.

Velocity In the low-speed teot section was measured with static pressure
taps located along the sidevalls of the section. A calculated blockage
correction of 1% was applied to tunnel speed for the low-speed tests. No
angle-of-attack corrections wera applied.

Volva.ity measurement in the high-speed test section involved a different
procedure. Prior to rotor testing, a velocity calibration was performed
with the tunnel cleared$ using a Pitot-static tube and a rigidly mounted
miniature airfoil section equipped with chordwise static pressure taps
mountctd at the f'ront of the test section. The relationship botween the
airfoil minimum static pressure and tunnel velocity as meaaurod by the
Pitot tube was determinud. The calibrated static pressure mensurements on
the airfoil were then used for setting tunnel velocity with the model
Installed and the Pitot tube removed. A 5% correction to tunnel velocity
due to b2lockage was determined using static pressures measured on the test
section aidewalls at atations adjacent to and upatreami of the model. No
angle-of-attack correotions were made.

The teot section Reynolds number per foot and Mach number an a function of
ve~locity are shown in Figure 10. Selection of full-scale Mach number
testing minimized inaccuracies in blade loading and resultant stress
distributions dute to premature flow separation associated with subcritical
Reynolds number on the outer blade. However, the Reynolds numbers were
still only one-eighth of full scale, and corresponding aerodynsmic effects
are to be expected. The inboard portions of the torque tube, for example,
normally operated at subcritical Reynolds number and presumably had an
excessive drag coefficient as a result.

WINDl TUNLT~rJ MODEL

The TRAC wind tunnel model with blades fully extended is shown installed in
the 18-foot low-speed section of the United Aircraft Research Laboratories
Main Wind Tunnel in Figure 11. Figure 12 shows the model installed in the
8-foot section of the tuninel for the high-speed portion of' the test, with
blades in the retracted position.



The 'our-bladed model rotor head is of conventional design with the addi-
tion of a differential gear set and universal Joints to permit extension
and retraction of the telescoping rotor blades. A photograph of the rotor-
head partially disassembled is shown in Figure 13. The fully articulated
head has coincident flap and lag hinges located at the 3.0-inch radial
station, corresponding to an offset ratio of .0555 with blades fully
extended. Rotary viscous dampers are provided for each lag hinge. A
3i1 ratio mechanical linkage Join* the rotary damper shaft and hinge
(this linkage is disconnected in Figure 13). A pitch-flap coupling ratio
of -0.5 (0.5 degree of down pitch per degree of up flapping) was provided
for articulated portions of the test program. Rigid locking blocks were
used to eliminate the flap and lag freedoms during the fully retracted low-
rpm slowed-rotor and stopped-rotor phases of the test. The locking blocks
also had provision for holding the blades in the partially folded and fully
folded configurations appropriate for a stowed-rotor aircraft, as shown
in Figure 14.

Additional details of the model, including the diameter change and
measurement systems, blade pitch control system, rotor drive and gimbal
mounting systems, and fuselage and support struts, are presented in
Appendix III.

MODEL CONTROL CONSOLE

Three of the model operating parameters (forward speed, rotor rpm and
fuselage angle of attack) were controlled from the wind tunnel facility
control console in a standard manner. The remainder of the model controls,
including blade pitch and rotor diameter controls, were centralized in a
special console shown in Figure 15. The three blade pitch settings were
independently controlled by three-position, spring-centered toggle
switches. The impressed blade pitch angles (which can differ from actual
angles because of the pitch-flap coupling) were displayed in digital form
immediately above the corresponding toggle switches. These display meters
were calibrated in degrees with a readout accuracy of .01 degree. The
blade cyclic controls were frequently used in conjunction with the flapping
resolver meters located higher up on the control console. Longitudinal
and lateral tip path plane tilt were independently displayed.

The diameter control lever and readout meter were located near the top of
the console. The diameter control lever was spring-centered to a neutral
position and was moved to the left or right to retract or extend the
blades as desired. Limit lights at both ends of the travel were activated
by limit switches in the mechanized portion of the diameter measurement
system contained within the model fuselage. These limit switches also
controlled the diameter change clutch actuator as described in Appendix III.

Warning lights at the top of the console were wired to signal various
types of information, such as drive motor temperature over limits, loss of
drive motor power or control system power, gearbox chip detection, etc.
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INSTRUKENTATION AND CALIBRATION

The measurements listed below were recorded during the wind tunnel test
program. Several were included strictly for monitoring the safe operation
of the model and are not presented in this report. Slipring capacity
limited the number of simultaneous rotating measurements to eleven strain
gage bridges in addition to the instrumented blade flap and lag motions.
Several combinations of strain gages were selected for recording during
the various phases of the test program. Strain gage data from the outer
blade, Jackscrew, and straps could not be recorded during the extension
and retraction cycles. A small number of blade measurements were lost
intermittently as the test progressed due primarily to failure of the
strain gage wiring at connectors and solder joints.

The overall instrumentation list was as follows:

1. Fourteen rotor blade strain gage bridges were incorporated on
the instrumented blade, including five flapwise, three edgewise,
three torsion, jackscrew root flapwise and edgewise bending,
and strap differential tension. Locations selected for strain
gaging are shown in Figure 16. They were chosen to insure
adequate definition of the radial distribution of stress and to
include the stations where maximum stress was calculated with
the aeroelastic analysis. The edgewise torque tube strain gages
were mounted inside the elliptical tube to avoid interference
with the sliding joints during diameter changes. Flapwise and
torsion bridges on the outside of the torque tube were covered
with a thin mylar and stainless steel bandage to prevent
grounding of the gages when the outer blade covered the section.
All strain gage bridges were assembled using four active arms
to provide maximum transducer output, temperature compensation,
and most complete cancellation of centrifugal strain.

2. Instrumented blade flap and lag motions were measured using film
potentiometers.

3. Pushrod axial load was measured for the instrumented blade.

4. Rotor diameter was measured using a special mechanism driving a
potentiometer.

5. Cyclic and collective pitch inputs were measured with potentiom-
eters.

6. Six components of force and moment were measured on a Task
Corporation 2.50 MIL XXIII strain gage balance.

7. Ten accelerometers were used for monitoring pitch and roll of
the internal model, pitch and yaw of the fuselage structure,
and lateral and longitudinal motions of the wind tunnel mounting
struts.
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8. Motor, gearbox, and clutch temperatures were monitored. Motor
power, water, hydraulic, and oil system pressure, gearbox chip
detection, clutch servo controller position and dynamic system
elapsed time readouts were also available.

9. Timing signals for blade azimuthal reference were provided by
photoelectric means producing a 1/rev and 72/rev pulse train.
A 60-cps reference clock was also used.

10. Fundamental model operating conditions such as shaft angle of
attack, and wind tunnel velocity, pressure, and temperature
were determined using the wind tunnel facilities monitoring
system.

Calibration of the model rotor blade strain gages was conducted with
precision weights in a special fixture which applied pure moments along the
length of the blades. Separate calibrations were conducted for the ex-
ternal and internal components of the blade. All physical calibrations
were referenced to readings obtained by installing a precision series
calibration resistor in the bridge circuit. A post-test calibration of
the blade strain gages was conducted which verified that the values had
remained constant.

The six-component strain gage balance was calibrated by applying known
pure moments and forces in the shaft axis system at the rotorhead. A
post-test verification calibration of the balance was also conducted.

The control system was calibrated using an inclinometer attached to a
blade tip with an airfoil template which provided a flat surface parallel
to the chordline.

Rotor shaft angle was controlled by the wind tunnel pitching strut which
attached to the aft part of the fuselage. Shaft angle was calibrated
using an inclinometer attached to the fuselage keel structure. Actual
rotorshaft angle of attack varied by a negligible amount from these values
due to deflections of the gimbal caused by airloads and gravity.

The instrumented blade flap and lag position transducers were calibrated
prior to each test run using fixtures which held the blade in prescribed
orientations.

DATA ACQUISITION AND MONITORING SYSTEMS

The principal data recording device used for the test program was a
14-track AMPEX AR200 FM tape deck. The recording system used narrow-band
FM multiplex with standard subcarrier oscillators for IRIG channels
7 thru 16, allowing ten channels of data to be recorded on each track.
Five direct-record tracks were used, allowing all dynamic measurements to
be recorded simultaneously to provide proper time correlation of the
signals. Channel allocation on each track was selected to insure high
resolution of the retrieved harmonic blade strain traces to a minimum of
300 Hz. Additionally, one track was used for audio comments, one track
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for rotor azimuth reference, and one track for a 60-Hz standard time
reference. All signal conditioning and tape control functions were
accomplished using Sikorsky-designed electronic modules. The data
acquisition and monitoring system is shown installed in the wind tunnel
control room in Figure 17.

In addition to the primary FM data acquisition system, which recorded
5-second data bursts at each test point, a second tape deck was provided
to record continuously whenever the rotor system was turning. Normally,
after the conclusion of a test run the magnetic tape from this unit- was
degaussed and reinstalled in preparation for the next phase of the test
program. However, in the event that anything unusual had happened during
the previous run which had not been recorded on the primary data tape,
the backup tape could be interrogated for immediate inspection of the
time history of the occurrence and could be retained for later detailed
analysis.

Rotor performance information as measured by the strain gage balance was
displayed on-line using the Sikorsky-developed Balance Axis Converter.
This unit contains a small analog computer which performs the matrix
manipulation to convert the measured strain gage outputs to pure forces
and moments in the shaft axis coordinate system at the rotorhead. The
unit utilizes third-order Butterworth filters to obtain pure steady
readings. Resultant force and moment outputs in engineering units (pounds
and foot-pounds) are displayed on six digital meters. A 70-rm camera was
used to obtain a permanent record of the meter readings at each point.

Critical transducers were monitored continuously during the test runs. The
instrumented blade flap and lag motions were displayed on oscilloscopes.
Any FM channel could be displayed on-line for study of amplitudewave form
or signal quality. Sixteen channels of dynamic data were presented con-
tinuously on-line in a Sikorsky-developed console which detected average
and one-half peak-to-peak signal content and presented these readings on
vertically mounted meters, yielding a bar graph type presentation. Pre-
determined redline operational limits were affixed to each of the meters.
The system provided a quick-scan determination of overall model stress and
vibration condition as well as rapid detection of excessive loading on any
of the 16 channels.

An electronic resolver was provided for monitoring the firut harmonic com-
ponents of the instrumented blade flapping response. Nominal trimmed flight
was considered achieved when first harmonic flapping as displayed on the
two resolver output meters reached zero. Thus the tip path plane was
trimmed perpendicular to the rotorshaft axis. Second or higher harmonics
of flapping did not influence the resolver readings, but could be observed,
when present, on the oscilloscope trace of flapping motion.

Portions of the test program completed in the first and second test series
used data acquisition and monitoring systems similar to those described
above with the exception of the Balance Axis Converter and stress monitor
console. In the first test series the balance data was recorded by the
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United Aircraft Research Laboratories STADAS II Static Data Acquisition
System. The system included a computer link which provided on-line data
reduction to coefficient form. In both test series, direct-writing oscillo-
graphs were used for monitoring multiple strain gage outputs.

DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES

The dynamic test data tapes were processed using standard Sikorsky equipment
and procedures. Each tape track was played back into a bank of narrow-band
FM discriminators which decoded the multiplexed signals. The analog signals
were then filtered at specified frequencies and recorded on permanent record
oscillograph paper.

The order of the test points in each test run was similar, to facilitate data
reduction procedures. Three points were recorded prior to and following
each set of test points to provide the calibration constants of the strain
gages and other transducers for that test run. Additionally, a nonrotating
static test point provided the unloaded (except gravity load) position of
all transducers, and a full rpm , zero velocity and collective pitch point
provided the nominal zero strain output under centrifugal load alone.

All oscillograph records produced from the FM tapes were scanned. Signifi-

cant data were read in engineering units with scale cards developed from

the average pre- and post-run calibration values. (These values generalyv
agreed within 2 percent). Conversion of calibrated bending moment to
stress was made with the properties listed in Table I.

Repeatability and accuracy of the blade strain gage data are considered
very good. Manual readings of the calibrations and data signals are
estimated to involve inaccuracies no greater than 3% for highly loaded
transducers and approximately 5% for moderately loaded flapwiso and edge-
wise bridges. Repeatability of strain gage data was very good, as demon-
strated by duplicate test points in many of the figures.

The Balance Axis Converter data was manually read from the photographic
records and wan processed on a UNIVAC 1108 computer to correct the loads
for gravity tares and rotorhead tares (rotorhead-alone airloads). Lift
and drag in the wind axis system were then calculated, as well as the
nondimensionalized performance coefficients.

Characteristic repeatability of the force and moment outputs is also good
as shown by duplicate test points in many figures. Repeatability of
post-run static force and moment readiags was generally within 1 pound
and 1 foot-pound respectively.
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r TEST PLANS AND PROCEDURES

DEFINITION OF TEST PHASES

The wind tunnel test plan was divided into eight phases as follows:

Phase I - Helicopter Mode - evaluation of rotor performance and
stresses at conventional helicopter tip speed and forward

speeds, over a range of lift and propulsive force condi-
I~ tions.

Phase II - Diameter Change - evaluation of stresses and dynamic
behavior during blade retractions and extensions and at
intermediate fixed diameter conditions at speeds up toF 150 knots.

Phase III- RPM Change. Articulated - evaluation of rotor behavior at
minimum diameter at rotor rpm values between 50 percent
and 100 percent of normal, with blades fully articulated.

Phase IV - RPM Change. Locked Hinges - evaluation of rotor behavior
at minimum diameter with hinges locked, at rpm values
between 0 and 50 percent, simulating conversion to a
stopped-rotor configuration.

Phase V - Blade Index Variations - investigation of rotor character-
istics as blades were indexed to various positions, simu-
lating folding the blades preparatory to stowing for a
stowed-rotor configuration.

Phase VI - Low-Speed Hub Tares - measurement of hub forces and

moments with blades removed at conditions corresponding
to Phases I - V.

Phase VII- High-Speed Compound Mode - evaluation of rotor character-
istics in the minimum diameter, fully articulated con-
figuration in the speed range from 150 to 400 knots.

Phase VIII Hijh-Speed Hub Tares - measurement of hub forces and
moments with blades removed at conditions corresponding
to Phase VII.

The first six test phases were conducted in the UARL 18-foot wind tunnel,
and the last two in the UARL 8-foot wind tunnel. The above-listed phases
do not include the normal pretest activities or around resonance investi-
gations described briefly in a following section.

The rotor operating conditions corresponding to the various test phases aare
illustrated in Figure 18. which shows the rotor tip speed/forward speed com-
binations of the test. Lines of advance ratio (ratio of forward spees to
tip speed) are shown, and one line of advancing tip Mach number for a
standard day condition is also shown. Each circle in Figure 18 represents



a number of test points taken at that condition, and the size of the circle
is intended to correspond to the rotor diameter. Not shown on the chart
are a number of preliminary diameter change trials conducted at forward
speeds below 150 knots.

PRETEST AND TEST PROCEDURES

Ground Resonance Checkout

An extensive pretest checkout of the model installed on the wind tunnel
struts was conducted to insure that ground resonance type instabilities
would not be encountered. This work, described in detail in Reference 5,
is summarized briefly below.

A 100-lb-capacity electromagnetic shaker was mounted in the wind tunnel atthe level of the blade hinges. A strain gage load cell connected the shaker
to the rotorhead. The shaker was operated at several force amplitudes
through a range of frequencies to determine rotor hub lateral and longi-
tudinal impedance characteristics and nonlinearities with forcing amplitude.
Tuning of the gimbal and support structure by varying damping outputs and
spring constants was conducted to provide maximum stability margins.

The shaker was then mounted on a pedestal below the model to permit forcing
of the Internal model with the rotor operating and with the wind on.
Nontelescoping dynamically scaled 9-foot-diameter model rotor blades were
installed. Testing was conducted with the rotor operating in hover,
through a wide range of rotor rpm values, at various shaker amplitudes and
frequencies. Instrumented blade lag motions were monitored continuously
to detect any increase in subharmonic inplane response. A repeat of this
hover testing, with the extended TRAC blades installed, verified that the
TRAC blades and standard nontelescoping blades had similar response
characteristics. Final validation of the gimbal and strut system was
accomplished by operating the nontelescoping blades at forward speeds to
170 knots, again using the shaker to provide variable-frequency vibratory
inputs. Satisfactory response characteristics were found tiroughout the
flight test envelope.

The adequacy of the high-speed test section mounting struts was also
experimentally verified. Lateral and longitudinal hub impedance character-
istics were again determined by applying vibratory inputs to the rotor-
head. Margins of safety were found to be large, and no additional vali-
dation was conducted other than the operational vibrato'y check described
below.

An operational check of the overall system response was conducted prior to
each test run and at each new flight regime during testing with the
telescoping blades. Operation of a variable-speed mass-imbalance vibrator
through a range of frequencies produced a characteristic amplitude and
frequency response. The response was checked regularly for any signs of
decrement in the performance of the dampers, or failure of gimbal or strut
components leading to increased response amplitude or lowered natural
frequency. No difficulty was encountered with ground resonance in any part
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of the program with the new model mounting system.

Normal Run Procedure

Prior to each test run a series of electrical instrumentation calibrations
were conducted to provide the calibration constants in the subsequent data
reduction process. Blade flap and lag motions (for articulated test phases)
were calibrated by physically positioning the blades in prescribed posi-
tions. Model angle of attack was then positioned to each of the angles
planned for the test run in order to establish gravity tares (effect of the
weight of the metric portion of the model on strain gage balance output).
The angle of attack was then returned to zero and the rotor brought up to
the rpm value planned for the initial test conditions, at zero blade pitch
values, and a "dynamic zero" test point recorded for reference. The wind
velocity in the tunnel was increased from zero to the desired value with
the model at a nominal zero lift condition, while blade stresses and other
parameters were monitored and tip path plane tilt was kept approximately
at zero by cyclic pitch inputs. After the desired wind speed was reached,
the planned test envelope was investigated while continuously monitoring
stress and vibration levels. In some cases stress levels reached pre-
scribed limits before all planned test points were obtained. In these
cases half increments in the pnarameter being varied were utilized to de-
fine the stress buildup and to obtain the desired number of test conditions.
On other occasions additional test points were added to the test plan to
more fully explore moderate loa~d flight regimes.

At the completion of each test run, the wind tunnel was shut down with the
model returned to the nominal zero lift condition and the rotor rpm main-
tained. A repeat "dynamic zero" point was followed by shutting down the
rotor and then obtaining final electrical calibration points to verify
the initial calibrations.
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TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Because the rotor diameter is a variable in this program, it is necessary
to adopt certain conventions in presenting the data. Identification of
strain gage locations, for example, is based on the radial position, ex-
pressed in percent, of the gage location when the blade is fully extended.
The same identification labels are utilized when the blade is partially or
fully retracted.

Interpretation of rotor force measurements requires an unconventional means
of data presentation. It is conventional helicopter practice to present
nondimensional force coefficients by dividing rotor forces by the factor
wR2p(fR)2a. However, with radius R decreased, solidity a increased, and in
some cases rotational speed a decreased, the nondimensional coefficients
for the rotor at reduced diameter cannot be compared directly with those
for the rotor at full diameter. A similar situation exists for rotor
moments. In order to provide a common base, in most cases rotor forces
and moments are presented in pounds and foot-pounds, respectively, or are
nondimensionalized by the extended values of R and a and by full rotational
speed (1375 rpm), even though the values differ from actual test conditions.
In these cases an asterisk is utilized to denote that this convention has
been used. In some plots multiple ordinate scales are utilized to provide
rapid conversion from one convention to the other. The advantage of using
a common base for the data is that direct comparisons of the extended
conditions (low-forward-speed helicopter mode) and retracted conditions
(higher speed modes) may be made. Such comparisons are an important con-
sideration in the present program. For reference purposes, the nominal
1 g lift of the model rotor is 625 pounds. This number is derived from
the full-scale design study gross weight of 40,000 pounds, divided by the
model scale factor squared; 40,000 *(8)2 u 625.

A su-ury of the maximum range of rotor lift encountered in the test pro-
gram is presented in Figure 19. This plot illustrates the use of the
convention described above. It should be noted that the rotor lift co-
efficient-solidity ratios, based on actual dimensions and tip speed, are
much higher at high forward speeds than the values shown (by a factor
varying from 4 to 10 depending on rotor rpm).

In some phases of the test prograa simulated vertical gusts were investi-
gated by means of increasing or decreasing model angle of attack with all
rotor controls held fixed. The relation between the angle of attack changc
and simulated gust velocity is A* - tan-, AV gust . The range of gust

V
velocities investigated as a function of forward speed is presented in
Figure 20. These gusts are unrelieved because there is no relieving
vertical acceleration as in free flight; also the simulated gust in the
wind tunnel lasts much longer than a real gust because the model angle of
attack changes slowly and must be held in the gust condition long enough
to record data.
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HELICOPTER MODE (ITase I)

The objectives of the Phase I portion of the test program were to demon-
strate satisfactory performance and blade stress characteristics for the
TRAC rotor in the conventional helicopter flight regime. The model was
tested through a range of angle of attack and collective pitch at forward
velocities of 60, 90, 120, and 150 knots to establish maps of rotor flight
conditions encompassing low-power descent, cruise and climb. Full rotor
diameter and tip speed were maintained throughout this phase of the test.
First harmonic blade flapping (tip path plane tilt) with respect to the
rotor shaft was trimmed to zero by means of cyclic pitch for all test points.

At each velocity and rotor shaft angletesting was begun at an unloaded
rotor condition. Test points were then recorded at increasing collective
pitch values until limitations of available power or blade stress were
encountered. A repeat data point was then taken at the unloaded collective
pitch value before the rotor shaft angle was changed for the next series of
data points.

Rotor Performance Characteristics

Figures 21 thru 24 present the fundamental rotor performance test data
results at velocities of 60, 90, 120 and 150 knots respectively. The data
form a consistent family of curves of conventional appearance for a rotor
with pitch-flap coupling. Repeat data points are also indicated on these
figures. The lack of repeatability for some of these points was due to a
difference in the cyclic control position used to trim the rotor within the
± 0.2 tip path plane tilt tolerance. Lift, drag, and torque values agreed
very closely for points which were retrimed at identical cyclic pitch
values.

The range of lift and propulsive force values investigated exceeded the
minimum requirements discussed in the section entitled Preliminary Design
Study of Full-Scale Rotor. At 60 and 90 knots the maximum lift wus higher
than the scaled -ross weight value (625 lb for the one-eighth scale model)
and at 120 and 150 knots the m=ximum lift was higher than the assumed rotor
lift schedule, which decreased linearly from 100% rotor lift at 100 knots
to 50% rotor lift at 150 knots. Similarly, the propulsive force require-
ments called for in the design study were exceeded throughout the speed
range. At 60 and 90 knots, the maximum propulsive force conditions reached
"correspond to a rate of climb of approximately 1000 feet per minute without
auxiliary propulsion. The maximum rotor power reached was at 60 knots; the
single tetit point shown in Figure 21 at a collective pitch of 16 degrees
corresponded to a blade stall condition,and the drive motor horsepower
at this point was approximately 50 percent above nominal rated capacity.

One unanticipated result is that measured rotor lift is negative at the
nominal zero lift condition (zero angle of attack and zero collective pitch).
In previous test programs of other rotor systemi, positive lift usually
occurred at this condition due to aerodynamic interference of the fuselage or
support system below the rotor. The large root cutout of the TRAC blade
planform may account for this apparent reversed interference effect. The
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magnitude of the negative lift measured is equivalent to a collective
pitch increment of approximately 1 degree.

The first harmonic coefficients of blade flapping in the control axis system
are presented in Figures 25 thru 28 corresponding to 60; 90; 120-and 150-
knot forward velocities. The coefficients were obtained from the cyclic
control inputs required to trim flapping relative to the shaft, in accord-
ance with the following relationships: a1 = as + Bls bI = bls - Ale.

For the Phase I tests, is a bls = 0 because the rotor tip path plane was

trimmed perpendicular to the rotor shaft axis. Curves were faired through
the constant collective pitch points. Scatter in the data (generally less
than 0.30) is due primarily to the tolerance on the trimmed flapping.

Blade flapping motion is typical for articulated rotors. Longitudinal
flapping increases with forward speed, collective pitch, and shaft angle in
a manner similar to rotor lift. Lateral flapping also increases with
collective pitch,but the incremental change for a given change in collective
decreases with increasing forward speeds.

Theoretical rotor performance characteristics were calculated with the
Sikorsky Generalized Rotor Performance method for correlation with test
data. The computer program is the same as that utilized in preparing the
performance charts of Reference 14, except that different airfoil section
data were used as appropriate. Calculated data are presented in Figures 29
and 30 for forward speedm of 90 and 150 knots respectively. As can be seen
by a comparison with Figures 22 and 24, the qualitative agreement with
test data is excellent. The primary difference between theoretical and
experimental data is the apparent increment to collective pitch previously
noted for the test data.

Predicted blade flapping responses from the Generalized Rotor Performance
program are presented in Figures 31 and 32 at 90 and 150 knots respectively.
By comparing these results with test data shown in Figures 26 and 28 it is
apparent that longitudinal blade flapping correlates well. Lateral flapping
response is not as accurately predicted, with the experimental data showing
larger values than the theoretical results.

A more succinct comparison between predicted and experimentally determined
rotor performance is shown in Figures 33 and 34 for 90 and 150 knots
respectively. These cross-plots present the primary parameters of rotor
lift, drag and torque and eliminate angle of attack and blade pitch angles
as variables. The correlation at 90 knots is quite good. At high lift and
high propulsive force, rotor torque is underpredicted by approximately 10%,
but as the propulsive force is reduced the calculated value approaches the
experimental data. At 150 knots the calculated torque values were generally
above those found experimentally for a given lift and propulsive force.
Differences between theory and experiment are presumed to be due at least

-' partially to the airfoil characteristics assumed, which were derived from
various sources to represent full-scale TRAC blade sections. Experimental
airfoil data corresponding to the model blade sections were not available.
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The azimuthal variations of several model blade strain SaWe and blade motion
signals are presented in Figures 35 and 36 for 90 and 150 knots respectively.
The harmonic content of these traces is representative of that found through-
out Phase I. Also included in these figures is Jackscrew flspvise bending
moment, which was of small magnitude. Jackscrew edgewise moment and strap
differential tension were not recorded in Phase I.

Typical blade vibratory bending moment and stress data are presented in
Figures 37 thru 42. Figures 37 thru 39 respectively present radial
tdistributions of flapwise, edgewise, and torsional vibratory moments (one-
half peak-to-peak values) for a test speed of 60 knots. Figures 40 thru 42
present similar data obtained at 150 knots. Each figure contains the maxi-
mum and minimum vibratory loading encountered at each of three rotor shaft
angles of attack, covering the helicopter mode test envelope. Blade vibra-
tory bending moment is used as the primary ordinate scale because of the
continuous character of the moment loading across the sliding Joint of the
blade. Blade stresses are not continuous across the Joint because the
structural section properties on the torque tube and outer blade are
different. Separate stress scales are shown for these two components on
the right and left of each plot. The actual moment at the ead of each
section of the blade must go to zero in the overlap region aproximately
as indicated by the dotted lines in Figure 37 for aTPP a + 4". In all
cases, tip loading must go to zero.

No root end restraint exists in the flapwise direction; therefore,thesemoments go to zero at the hinge (r/R n .055). Edgewise motion is partially
restrained by the lag damper, and therefore the edgewise vibratory moment
is not zero at the hinge. Torsional moments also do not go to zero at the
blade root, but are transferred across the hinge by the pushrods and
control horn. Repeat data points indicate that repeatability of the stress
measurements is very good.

Flapwise moments and stresses are shown in Figures 37 and 40 for 60 and
150 knots respectively. Stress levels on the torque tube were low through-
out this phase of the test. Maximum stress on the torque tube was always
measured at the root end (15% radial station) and reached values of
approximately 3000 psi. This stress level is higher than would be experi-
enced full scale due ,o the over-scale root flapping mass. The outer blade,
which is under a compressive centrifugal load, experiences maximum stress
near its midpoint, as measured by the strain gage at the 79% radial station.
The vibratory bending stresses increase with rotor lift and were normally
limited to approximately 8000 psi. Because of the steady centrifugal
compression load, allowable stresses should be higher than for a blade in
tension. It should also be possible to reduce outer blade stresses by
increased flapwise stiffness.

Edgewise bending moments and stresses are presented in Figures 38 and 41.
Two separate ordinate scales are shown on the right of each plot for edge-
wise stresses on the outer blade; one scale for leading-edge stress and
one scale for trailing-edge stress. The stresses on leading and trailing
edges are different for a given edgewise moment because of the differing
distance from the blade elastic axis and because of the differing moduli
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of elasticity of the two materials used, Vibratory edgewise stresses an
the torque tube were found to be woll within maWtral Ituits with usimums
of less than 5000 ps OStress leoves on the outer blade leading edge wore
small,and the .vele on the magnesium trailing edge were well vithir allow-

Model blade *dpwise stresses are believed to be somewhat higher than would
be experienoed full scale, due to an edgewise frequency for' the fully ox-
tended blade which wae close to the model drive mtor I/rev frequency, The
drive motor was known to have a slight unbalance, and the gearbox reduction
ratio would convert thti to a 5,95/rev Mrequency with respect to the rotor,
This exact frequency was prositnnt in the blade e eewise stresaes.

Torsional blade vibratory moments anii streases as shown In Figures 39 amd

42 were small on both the torque tube and outer blade, Torsional vibratory
stress was essentially constant along the length of the torque tube, vith
the maximum values encountered being approximately 1600 pot. The vibratory
torsional moment dropped significantly outboard of tho sliding Joint, and
then reduced gradually to satiety the sero boundary condition at the tip
end. Maximuvt ,uter blade torsional stress in the spa' was losa than
1000 psi,

Although vibratory stresses are of primary concern, the steady or mean
components of stress on the blade are also of interest. Figure 143 is a

representative plot of the range of mean momenx and stress values encoun-
tered during Phase I testing. The mean stresses presented are duo to aero-
elastic bending and do not include steady centrifugal stress loadings. An
before, maximum and minimum rotor loading conditions are presented which
correspond to the uppermost plots of Figures 140, 41, and Z2 The tlapvwie
mean moment cn the outer blade was found to change significantly as the
rotor loadings increased, The shape of the mean flapwiae loading curve.
with the torque tube bending up and the outer blade bending down, is
typical.

Edgewise mean bending moments increaimed only slightly at high rotor load-
ings, Maximum edgewise mean moment and stress occurs inboard of, the lo-
cation of maximum vibratory stress, at about the 50% radial station.
Torolonal mean loadings were very low and were not significantly affected
by the increase in rotor lift,

The effects of variation of rotor ahaft angle and collective pitch on the
maximum flapwise vibratory streass on the torque tube and outer blade, for
the fully extended blade, are presented in Figure. 44 and 145 for a test
speed of 60 knots. The fact that well-defined families of curves were
found is indicative of the sensitivity and repeatability of the streas
measurements. The flapwise 15% station shown in Figure 44 was found to
be relatively insensitive to changes in shaft angle and collective pitch
except at the highest collective values teated. 'The flapwise 79% station
shown in Figure 45, on the other hand, indicates a strong relationship.
Outer blade flapwise stress increased with collective pitch and increased
with increasing shaft angle at least to aTPP R + o40



The four'element aeroel.stiu analysis discussed in ROTOR 8YSTSt DEO1HN was
used to caloulate atresses ror correlation with test data. The calculated
rotor conditions were matohod to the actual mo'•del rotor lift at the same
tip path plame anilo and forward speed, The program iterated to a trimmed
flapping solution, Calculated cyclic pitch, rotor drag and rotor torque
for the convirjed solutiono oreqd closely with actual model valuesi
howvotx calvulated oolletivt pitch was about 2 degree* lower thei expert-
mental values. 'igures46 andA present blade vibratory moment and stress

correlation results at 90 and 150 knots respectively. The aeroelastia

analysis reult.s predicted the general character of the radial distribution

of vibrbtory moment. The oalculated loading on the torque tube agreed
closely with that found experimentally except at the inboard end. The out-

er blade stress war seigni'lcantly underpredicted. One factor that tends

to account for this discrepancy is that uniform rotor inflow was assumed
in the walculations, whereas both the rotor wake vo'tex structure and the

fuselage interference effects will, result in nonuniform inflow6 known

to Influence blade aeroelastic behavior. A reduction in vibratory bending

moment in the blade overlap area was predicted by the analysis. This is

not confirmed by the test data except possibly for the Qoab shown ir

Figure 47 at a TPP a 00.

Theoretioal and experimental time histories of blade beovdng moment and
stress for one rotor revolution are compared in Figures 48 thru 51. The
flapwile 15% station measurement at 90 knots iv shown in Figure 48. The
predicted average and peak-to-peak values are reasonably similar to the
test values; however, the time history differs considerably due to the
higher frequency content in the experimental data. Experimental nnd
computed time histories of flapwise 79% station moment are presented in
Figure 49 for the same test condition. The waveform characteristics of
the two traces are similar. The mean experimenttal stress values indicate
more tip-down bending than the calculated result and the vibratory ampli-
tude is approximately 60% higher than the predicted value. In addition,
A general phase shift of the traces in which the experimental peaks lag
the predicted peaks by approximately 400 is noted.

The predicted bending moment at the 15% flapwlse station at 150 knots is
shown in Figure 50. An at the lower speed, prediction of waveform is
relatively poor. Figure 51 presents the flapwise 79% station data at
150 knots. Theory and experiment show good waveform agreement, although
the average and peak-to-peak values are underpredicted by the analysis
and the previously noted phase shift is evident.
DIAUITER CHANGE (Phase II)

This test phase included continuous (dynamic) diameter changes (retractions
and extensions) as well as tests at constant, intermediate-diameter con-
ditions. Simulated vertical gusts were included at various test conditions,
and also rotor stability and control derivatives were established over a
range of diameters.

Initial continuous diameter changes were investigated at reduced tip speeds
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and forward speeds, building up toward full rotational speed and the
nominal forward-flight conversion speed of 150 knots. Another safety
"consideration dictated the use of travel margins for both retractions and
extensions. As the model did not incorporate redundant physical stops
that would be designed into a full-3cale system, and also because of the
very rapid chano in diameter for the model (full travel in approximately
4 seconds at full rpm), which made fine manual positioning difficult, a
margin for error of 2 to 3 percent radius was incorporated in the electri-
cal feedback system described iii Appendix III. Thus, the continuous
diameter changes do not cover the full range of 100 to 60 percent, but in
most coaes from approximately 97.5 to 62.5 percent. The fixed-diameter
conditions in the other test phases, however, did cover the full diameter
range.

Continuous Diameter Chaemes

A total of 16 diameter changes were demonstrated during the test program,
as listed in Table II. Because of the large amount of data obtained,
only typical cases can be presented; however,all of the data support the
general concluuions drawn.

A time hisuory of diameter change at 120 knots forward speed and 1185 rpm
is presented in Figure 52. This data trace, obtained in the second series
of model tests (1970), shows a diameter reduction followed by a diameter
increase. The model was initially trimmed to zero tip-path-plane tilt,
and the pitch controls were held fixed during the diameter reduction and
subsequent extension. The oscillograph record presentation suggests that
the extension occurred within a few seconds of the retraction; actually
there were several minutes between these two records while rotor forces,
etc., were recorded.

A number of pertinent facts can be observed by examination of Figure 52.
The top trace in the figure is the rotor diameter signal, and (in this
figure only) an upward slope to the line indicates that the diameter is
decreasing. The abrupt changes in slope at the initiation and completion
of the diameter changes indicate that the clutch did not slip appreciably
during engagement or disengagement. The second trace indicates that the
flapping angle responded significantly during the initial portion of the
blade retraction, with a maximum tip-path-plane tilt of approximately 1.3
degrees. More will be said about this response subsequently. The third
trace is blade lag angle, which shows that during retraction the blade
leads forward from the initial position by about 1 degree and that it
lags backward about the same amount during the subsequent extension. This
is a simple Coriolis effect that is to be expected from the radial motion
of the outer blade mass.

The fourth trace is the torsion measurement at the root end of the torque
tube (17% station). This measurement indicated a noticeable nose-down
torsional moment on the blade which slightly preceded the actual diameter
change. It is explained by consideration of the torque which the blade
Jackscrew must exert on the nut during retraction. This torque on the
nut is reacted by the blade torque tube, and is responsible for the shift
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in the torsional stress. As the blade has a finite torsional stiffness,
this torque physically twists the blade a slight amount, with the result
that the rotor ends up with a small negative increment in collective
pitch. Th! pitch change causes the flapping response shown. As the blade
is retracte., the nut moves from the outer end of the torque tube toward
the root end, and the centrifugal force of the outer blade is reduced.
This results in a smaller reaction torque and a shorter length of the blade
over which the torque is applied, so that the blade pitch ch.ange and hence
the flapping response is reduced as the diameter is reduced.

The blade twist resulting from the nut torque also produced a negative
lift on the rotor during retraction. The magnitude of this lift change
was not measured because it was a transient phenomenon and only steady-
state rotor loads were measured. The lift increment would correspond
approximately to the change in coning angle, which was determined to be
approximately 0.4 degree. The lift and flapping responses are considered
to be undesirable side effects to the blade retraction. These effects
could be alleviated or eliminated by one or more of the following means:
(1) a smoother, slipping clutch engagement, (2) increasing collective
pitch during engagement of the retraction clutch in such a way as to can-
cel the twisting effect, or (3) provision for an internal, secondary
torque tube to react the nut torque without transmitting it to the outer
main torque tube.

During blade extension, there is essentially no nut torque reaction; this
is evidenced by the fact that the 17 percent station torsion measurement
shows a very small response and the flapping also shows essentially no
change on clutch engagement.

The remainder of the oscillograph traces in Figure 52 are three flapwise
stress stations on the torque tube, pushrod load, an edgewise stress
station on the torque tube, and the one-per-revolution reference signal at
the bottom of the figure. Stresses on the outer blade could not be record-
ed during continuous diameter changes because of the problem of getting
instrumentation signals across the sliding joint. The measured stresses
were all low throughout the time history; the maximum vibratory stress
was only about 2500 psi, less than half of allowable values. Despite
the fact that as blade length changes there must have been a number of
resonant conditions (blade natural frequency in some mode equal to an
integral number times the rotational frequency), there was no sign of any
important amplification of stresses. This result is probably due both
to the rapid change of blade length, so that no resonant condition existed
very long, and to adequate damping and lack of strong aerodynamic excita-
tion at the resonant frequencies. The traces do show some undulations in
the mean stress values; for example, the flapwise 32% station trace shows
a wave-like disturbance part way through the retraction cycle. These dis-
turbances correlate with the location of the bearing block on the root end
of the outboard blade; when the bearing block slides close by a strain
gage station on the torque tube, there is a local stress redistribution
which shows up in the oscillograph record.
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The pushrod load trace in Figure 52 shows the same shift in steady value
as the torsion 17% station, for the same reason. However, the higher
ratio of vibratory to steady load in the pushrod signal indicates that
the feathering inertia of the root end mass and/or the friction force in
the feathering bearings are relatively high; otherwise, this measurement
would have a signature essentially identical to that of the torsion
measurement.

Two more time histories of diameter changes are presented in Figures 53
and 54 for 150 knots forward speed and 1375 rpm. The first case corresponds
to an initial trim condition (zero tip-path-plane tilt) at zero collective
pitch and zero shaft angle of attack. The second case is a simulated gust
condition, with an incremental angle of attack of +2.0 degrees, correspond-
ing to an unrelieved vertical gust velocity of approximately 9 feet per
second. Results are generally similar to those of Figure 52, although
certain differences should be noted. The rotor diameter signal has been
reversed relative to Figure 52 so that a positive slope corresponds to a
diameter increase; also, the diameter signal is displayed twice. An addi-
tional edgewise bending station is shown, and the outputs of the six indi-
vidual force elements of the strain gage balance are shown for reference.

One difference between the time histories shown in Figures 53 and 54 and
that shown in Figure 52 is that the clutch was engaged much more gradually,
resulting in somewhat rounded curves on the diameter trace at the start of
the records and correspondingly more gradual changes on some of the other
signals.

In the simulated gust case (Figure 54), the diameter change lever on the
control console was not returned to neutral position until the limit switch
in the diameter control system, described in Appendix III, was contacted.
Under these circumstances the diameter control circuit automatically
drives the diameter in the opposite direction as soon as the control lever
is released. This behavior is evidenced both in the retraction cycle and
the subsequent extension cycle by the slight reversal in the diameter
trace at the completion of the blade travel. The disturbance caused by
this reversal at the end of the retraction cycle is minimal, but at the
end of the extension cycle, when the rotor goes automatically into the
retract mode for about three rotor revolutions, a greater disturbance was
noted, because of the higher internal reaction torque involved.

The time history of the vibratory (one-half peak-to-peak) blade stressesduring a typical retraction at 150 knots is shown in Figure 55. These
data were derived from the oscillograph record of Figure 53. The abscissa
of Figure 55 is time from the start of retraction; also shown is rotor
diameter, which is slightly nonlinear with time because of the gradual
clutch engagement. As can be seen, all of the vibratory stresses reduce as
the rotor is reduced in diameter from maximum to minimum, although there
are small amplifications indicated at various points. Again, all measured
stresses are well below allowable limits throughout the cycle.
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The time history of rotor coning and tip-path-plane tilt for the gust case,
derived from an expanded time scale version of the oscillograph record
shown in Figure 54, is shown in Figure 56. The diameter reduction is
accompanied, near the start of the cycle, by a decrease in coning angle
of about 0.5 degree and an incremental forward tip-path-plane tilt of
about 2.0 degrees. This response is caused by the effective negative blade
collective pitch induced by the nut torque. The lateral tip-path-plane
tilt is not influenced appreciably. As the diameter was reduced to the
minimum value, the flapping response decreased. At the end of the cycle,
when the clutch was released and the torque became nonexistent, the blade

flapping had an impulse in the opposite sense as at the start of the
cycle, but of smaller magnitude. The longitudinal tip-path-plane tilt
was farther from trim than before the start of the retraction; this is
merely an indication that different cyclic pitch values are required to
trim the rotor at different diameters.

Constant-Diameter Conditions

Performance parameters measured with the rotor at various fixed diameters
are presented in Figure 57. As explained at the beginning of the TEST
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS section, the nondimensional performance coefficients
shown are based on full diameter and tip speed even though actual diameter
and tip speed are variables on the plot. Results are shown for the rotor
at nominal zero lift (as 0 Dc a 00, flapping trimmed to zero) and for two
gust cases. As noted in the discussion on Phase I, there was a signifi-
cant negative lift at full diameter at the nominal zero lift setting,
attributed to an airframe aerodynamic interference effect. After the
diameter is reduced, the lift does become nearly zero, at least at this
forward speed. (As noted under Phase VII, the lift interference reverses
and becomes strongly positive at high forward speeds.) The gust conditions
were simulated at each diameter by increasing and decreasing model angle of
attack from the trimmed condition, holding rotor pitch controls fixed. As
can be seen, the magnitude of the lift change due to the gust decreases
substantially as diameter is reduced.

Reduction in diameter produces large reductions in both drag and torque,
as indicated in Figure 57. At minimum diameter the rotor drag is less than
1 percent of the 625-pound lift value that corresponds to the design gross
weight of the assumed aircraft. The simulated gusts have relatively little
effect on the drag and torque parameters.

Part of the investigation of the TRAC rotor was to determine how the
various operational modes of the rotor influenced static stability and
control derivatives. These derivatives were established by means of incre-
mentally varying angle of attack and blade pitch control settings, one at
a time, from an initial trim condition and recording the changes in rotor
lift and hub moment. For each angular parameter, both positive and
negative increments of 1 or 2 degrees were utilized in order to have at
least three points on the curve of output force or moment versus input
angle. A typical plot of this type is shown in Figure 58, which presents
rotor lift as a function of each of the four angles, for three dias.*ter
conditions. As can be seen, the relationships are linear; the partial
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derivatives of interest are the slopes of these lines. Similar plots
were made for rotor pitching and rolling moment; 12 derivatives were
established in this manner for each initial trim condition.

The measured derivatives are presented in Figure 59 as a function of rotor
diameter. Unflagged symbols and faired curves represent the experimental
data; flagged symbols are theoretical values. The lift derivatives all
decrease substantially in magnitude as diameter is decreased. The deriv-
ative of lift with respect to lateral cyclic pitch is small at all diame-
ters. Note that the partial derivative of lift with respect to shaft
angle, DL/act, is approximately equal and opposite to the derivative with
respect to longitudinal cyclic pitch, aL/aB ; this equivalency is normal
for articulated rotors. It should be notedAthat all of the ca derivatives,
in addition to being longitudinal stability derivatives, also represent
the rotor response to a vertical gust that produces a 1-degree angle-of-
attack change.

The pitching moment derivatives also decrease in magnitude with decreasing
diameter, but not to the same extent as the lift derivatives. The maximum
moments are not excessive in any case because of the articulation. For
example, the maximum longitudinal cyclic derivative shown (-20 ft-lb/deg)
represents a moment per degree equivalent to a shift in aircraft center of
gravity of only 0.7 percent of the extended rotor radius. Unlike the lift
derivatives, the pitching moment produced by shaft angle of attack vari-
ation is not equivalent to the variation with longitudinal cyclic pitch;
this stems from the fact that the hub moment for an articulated rotor is
primarily a function of tip-path-plane tilt relative to the shaft. At
150 knots flight speed, 1 degree B produces substantitlly more flapping
relative to the shaft than does i isgree change in shaft angle of attack.

The derivative of pitching moment with lateral cyclic pitch is nonlinear
with rotor diameter. Normally this derivative would be expected to be
much smaller than the longitudinal cyclic derivative, but there is a
significant cross-coupling in the A and B controls because of the
pitch-flap coupling. For an articudted roir with zero hinge offset,
pitch-flap coupling reduces the phase angle (angle between input blade
pitch and maximum flapping response) from 90 degrees to 90 degrees minus
the "delta three" angle. For the pitch-flap coupling used in this program
the "delta three" angle is 26.5 degrees, so that the phase angle for zero
hinge offset would be 63.5 degrees. With a finite hinge offset, the phase
angle is further reduced by a few percent. As rotor diameter is reduced,
the percent hinge offset is increased with additional reduction of phase
angle; this effect is believed to be responsible for the nonlinear vari-
ation noted. At minimum diameter, the A and B derivatives are
approximately equal in magnitude. In a •iight viicle design, of course,
most of this cross coupling can be eliminated simply by reorienting the
phase of the swash plate input controls; this is standard helicopter
practice.

The rolling moment derivatives shown at the bottom of Figure 59 show
additional evidence of the cross coupling induced by the pitch-flap
coupling, similar to the case for pitching moment. The derivatives with
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respect to collective pitch and shaft angle actually increase slightly as
diameter is reduced, but are small in magnitude.

The theoretical stability and control derivatives (flagged symbols) were
calculated for maximum and minimum diameter conditions, using the same
Generalized Rotor Performance method as was used in the Phase I performance
correlations. Correlation with experiment is very good, with all of the
major trends predicted quite accurately.

The influence of rotor diameter on the radial distribution of blade flap-
wise vibratory moments at 150 knots is shown in Figures 60 and 61.
Figure 60 presents data for a trimmed flapping case at a = S = 00 and
two gust cases. Figure 61 presents the same trimmed flafping case plus
data for two collective pitch cases at reduced rpm. At reduced diameters,
the curve for the outer blade vibratory moment is moved to the left,
corresponding to the actual radial position of the outboard blade. The
primary ordinate scale is vibratory moment, as in previous plots of this
type; separate stress scales are shown for the torque tube and outer blade.
Reduction in diameter results in a 2:1 reduction in the vibratory stresses
on the outboard blade. Torque tube stresses are also reduced, except that
only a very small reduction occurs at the inboard end where the stresses
are highest (approximately 3000 psi, well below allowable values). The
gust conditions produce slight increases in stresses at maximum diameter
but negligible changes at minimum diameter. Reduction in rotor speed from
1375 to 1184 rpm (Figure 61) shows slight reductions in stresses at full
diameter but no significant effect at minimum diameter.

Peduction in diameter not only reduces blade stresses, but, as was antici-
pated, also provides significant reductions in vibratory loads transmitted
to the airframe. Although the test was not designed to measure vibration
levels and the model fuselage structure bears no resemblance to an actual
aircraft structure, the accelerometers installed at various points could be
used to establish the general trends. In particular, an accelerometer

sensitive to gimbal pitch motion showed the most distinct 4 /rev signal
corresponding to rotor vibratory airloads that would be transmitted to the
stationary system by a four-bladed rotor. Data from this accelerometer
are presented in Figure 62 as a function of rotor diameter, normalized to
the measured value with the fully extended blade. Reduction in diameter
produces a large drop in vibration with the value at minimum diameter only
one-third of the fully extended value.

RPM REDUCTION - ARTICULATED (Phase III)

This phase was concerned with rotor behavior at minimum diameter as the
rotational speed was reduced from the normal helicopter mode value to
about half of that, simulating part of the rotor stopping cycle for the
stowed-rotor configuration. Previous studies have indicated that the
first half of the rpm reduction in the stopping sequence should be
conducted with the hinges free in order to keep stresses low in a gust
environment and to minimize possible impact loads when the hinges are
locked prior to final stopping. The articulated case was investigated
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down to 592 rpm, at 150 knots, whereas the locked-hinge case (Phase IV)
was explored between 740 and 0 rpm. Thus, there was a range of rpm,
between 740 and 592, where both configurations were tested. Test conditions
at which rpm changes were made, for both Phases III and IV, are listed in
Table III.

Model response during rpm reduction was completely satisfactory, with
small increases in flapping and lag, a general reduction in vibratory
stress, and no significant resonant blade response. Figure 63, from the
third test series, presents typical one-half peak-to-peak vibratory
transducer readings as a function of rpm as rpm was continuously reduced
from 1375 to approximately 700. In this figure, increasing time is from
right to left. The rpm reduction was performed over a time period of
approximately 10 seconds (over 150 rotor revolutions), insuring that any
increased response would have time to develop for any resonant rpm value.
At the start of the rpm reduction, the rotor was trimmed to zero flapping.
No adjustment of cyclic pitch was made as rotational speed was lowered;
thus, the rotor gradually went out of flapping trim at low rpm values.
Flapwise vibratory stresses increased very slightly as rpm was lowered to
1100, then decreased continuously. Maximum stress values were measured at
the 15 percent flapwise radial station and did not exceed 3000 psi. Edge-
wise and torsional stresses remained low.

The variations in lift, drag, and torque with rotor rpm are presented in
Figure 64. All points were obtained at constant rpm under trimmed blade
flapping conditions. No significant effect of reduced rpm on lift or drag
is noted, but rotor torque is further reduced. The flagged symbols repre-
sent theoretical values for zero collective pitch. Rotor drag is under-
predicted, but calculated torque is quite accurate.

Radial distributions of flapwise vibratory stress are shown in Figure 65
for the same rpm cases as Figure 64. Stresses are slightly lower than
shown in Figure 63 for rpm values below 1375 because the flapping has been
trimmed,

A more detailed s.rvey of torque tube vibratory stress over the range of
rpm, including the e± -'f -f simulated gusts, was obtained in the first
test series. Radial d.."trr ationi of torque tube stress for several rpm
values are presented I.. F: gure 6(. The torque tube stress scale presents
the measured strains in terms o."' stress in aluminum, to be consistent with
previous figures, although steel was actually used for the torque tube in
the first serief. This conversion is legitimate as long as the two blade
constructions wex.. dynamically scaled to each other. The wall thickness
was adjusted to compensate for the different materials except that space
limitations did not allow for full compensation at the inboard and outboard
extremities of the aluminum tube, as discussed in Appendix II.

The curves in Figure 66 are faired through the circles which correspond
to the trimmed flapping cases. Positive 30 ft/sec simulated gusts
(Aas = 6.80), indicated by the square symbols, were found to significantly
increase the blade root stress in some cases, although the largest stress
measured did not exceed 6500 psiL
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Maximum blade stress, measured at the 15 percent flapwise station, is
shown as a function of rotor rpm in Figure 67 for 00 and 20 of collective
pitch both at the trimmed flapping condiAon and with a 30 ft/sec positive
gust. The 20 increment in collective pitch does not significantly in-
crease root flapwise stress. The gust does significantly increase stress,
but vibratory levels remain within acceptable limits. Flapwise stress
decreases continuously with reduction in rpm for trimmed flapping con-
ditions, except for an increased response at 1330 rpm. This amplification
was not noted duLring the third test series as presented in Figure 63
although general stress levels were found to be slightly higher. The
difference noted in the stiffness of the root end of the torque tube is
believed to account for the difference in stress.

RPM REDUCTION - LOCKED HINGES (Phase IV)

This phase of the program was concerned with evaluation of the rotor in
the final part of the stopping sequence for the stopped/stowed rotor con-
figuration. The blade flap and lag degrees of freedom were locked out for
the entire phase, because the blade motion stability resulting from
centrifugal force vanishes as the rpm drops to zero. The model was not
built to provide a locking capability during a test run; locking blocks
were affixed to the blades and to the rotor head before the start of this
phase of the test. Thus, the rotor head configuration was somewhat
different in this phase compared to the previous phases; however,the hub
tare runs included this configuration so that proper tares were subtracted
from the test data.

This phase included several rotor stops and starts, for which continuous
time histories were recorded, and several steady-state conditions at
various fixed rpm values. A listing of the stops and starts performed is
given in Table III.

A typical time history of a rotor stop and start at 150 knots flight speed
is shown in Figure 68. This was a nominal zero lift condition
(a, 0 * 0) with cyclic pitch adjusted to minimize blade stresses at
thi ini1ial value of rotor speed, 740 rpm. The actual lift was not zero
but rather ws slightly negative because of airframe interference effects.
The pitch controls were not touched during the rotor stop or during the
subsequent start. The largest response occurred in flapwise bending, with
the highest stresses located at the inboard end of the torque tube (15%
station), as might be anticipated. The edgewise and torsion stresses and
pushrod load were small throughout the test condition. The rotor, start
condition appeared to be essentially a mirror image of the stop. All of
several stop/start cycles investigated were very smooth, with no visual
indication of blade flapping response or vibration of any kind.

The time histories of the vibratory components (one-half peak-to-peak
values) of various parameters, derived from Figure 68, are presented in
Figure 69 for the rotor stop sequence. The basic abscissa chosen for this
plot was rotor rpm; therefore, the time scale is nonlinear and reads from
right to left. The flapwise vibratory stresses all increase initially as
rotor speed is reduced from 740 rpm, reaching the highest values in the
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approximate 200-300 rpm range, and then dropping to near zero (not exactly
zero because of wind tunnel and model-generated air turbulence) at 0 rpm.
A number of resonant peaks can be observed which were identified as the
first cantilever flapwise bending mode frequency coinciding with various
multiples of rotor rpm. The two-, three-, and four-per-rev resonant peaks
are quite distinct. Measured stresses at all stations were quite low
except for the flapwise 15 percent measurement, which approached 10,000 psi
vibratory for a few cycles. In another test condition, a simulated gust
with an angle of attack increment of 2 degrees, the maximum momentary
vibratory stress at this station was approximately 12,000 psi. Although
this may be acceptable because of the few cycles involved, it indicates
that local stiffening at the very root end of the torque tube would be
desirable to reduce stress levels in a gust environment. As previously
indicated, the full-scale preliminary design called for an increased
thickness wall at this point. This increased thickness was provided in
"the steel torque tubes utilized in the first series of wind tunnel tests,
but a corresponding Increase could not be provided in the aluminum tubes
used during most of the program, including the Phase IV rotor stops and
starts.

Calculated blade natural frequencies for the fully retracted condition
are shown in Figure 70. The Sikorsky normal modes analysisq, described in
Reference 15, was used to develop natural frequencies for both the fully
articulated and locked hinge cases. This analysis is' applied only to fully
retracted blade conditions where the centrifugal compressive loads on the
outer blade are comparatively small and the blade can reasonably be
assumed to act elastically as a conventional blade in tension. Predicted
nonarticulated first flapwise bending resonant frequencies correspond
closely to the resonant peaks discussed in Figure 69.

Flapwise vibratory bending moment and stress were found to be strongly
dependent on cyclic pitch position, as expected for the rigid-rotor con-
figuration. The variations in radial stress distribution due to cyclic
pitch change and simulated vertical gusts are shown in Figures 71 and 72
for two rpm values. In Figure 71, at 150 knots and 740 rpm, a 60 percent
reduction in root flapwise stress was found when cyclic pitch was optimized
for minimum stress (dashed lines in upper plot in Figure 71) as opposed
to the initial A1  - 0, B a 0 position (solid lines in upper plot).
Application of 2-aegree (ýsft/sec) simulated gusts (bottom plot) signifi-
cantly increased root stress from the minimum stress condition to
approximately 7500 psi. Outer blade stresses also increased but remained
far below allowable material limits.

Blade stresses as predicted by the normal modes analysis, with cyclic
pitch set at the position found experimentally to produce minimum stress,
are also shown in Figure 71 as flagged symbols. The input shaft angle
for the analysis was set at 1 degree to attempt to partially account for
airframe interference. Predicted stress levels were found to fall within
the range of experimental data for model angle cf attack between zero and
2 degrees.
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Figure 72 presents similar test results at 296 rpm. The cyclic pitch
values for the dashed line in the upper half of the figure are the same
as those which gave minimum stress at 740 rpm (Figure 71). These
presumably are not the optimum values for the lower rpm, as only a slight
reduction in stress is noted compared to the zero cyclic pitch results
(solid line). Gust conditions, shown in the lower half of Figure 72,
again caused a significant increase in stress.

Stress data at two blade stations, obtained at various collective pitch
values over a range of rpm, are presented in Figure 73. The solid lines
correspond to data obtained with zero cyclic pitch. The curves were faired
through the experimental points with peaks corresponding to the 2-, 3-, and
4 -per-rev resonant rpm values for the first flapwise bending mode. The
dashed lines in Figure 73, reproduced from Figure 69, are for a continuous
rpm reduction with cyclic pitch held constant at the values which minimized
stress at 740 rpm. The fairing of the zero cyclic pitch data, obtained at
discrete rpm values, is consistent with the continuous rpm reduction data.
It can be seen that as rpm is reduced, the stress increment due to a given
collective pitch increment is reduced. It is also apparent that the opti-
mum cyclic pitch for minimum stress at high rpm is not optimum at lower
values; the dashed curve crosses over the zero cyclic curve at low rpm
values. Presumably the vi 1hratory moments could be reduced in the 200-300
rpm range with some other cyclic pitch combination, but this was not ex-
plored in the test program.

Rotor lift, drag, and torque data for the locked hinge configuration for
each of the discrete rpm values is shown in Figure 74. Lift and torque
are reduced substantially as rpm is lowered. Drag remains essentially
constant. All values are extremely small compared to the full-diameter
helicopter mode flight conditions.

Stability and control derivatives for the locked hinge flight condition
were determined at 740 and 296 rpm and are presented in Figure 75. Al-
though locking the hinges increases the moment that can be generated by
the rotor, the derivatives are small compared to the major derivatives in
the normal helicopter mode (fully extended, articulated blades at high rpm).
Comparison of the data of Figure 75 with those of Figure 59 demonstrates
that although the cross coupling between longitudinal and lateral cyclic
pitch increases when the hinges are locked, the small diameter limits the
magnitude of the derivatives to values that should not cause difficulty in
a stopped/stcoed-rotor aircraft configuration. The largest derivative with
locked hinges is the rolling moment per degree of collective pitch. This
is the only hub moment derivative which does not reduce in magnitude sub-
stantially when rpm is reduced.

BLADE INDEX VARIATIONS (Phase V)

This teat phAse was designed to evaluate some of the problems that might
be encountered when folding the blades fore and aft, preparatory to stowing
in the top of the fuselage of a stowed-rotor 'configuration. Included are
rotor index position variations vith the %lades equally spaced and with
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two blades folded forward and two blades folded aft. The full fore-and-aft
fold position is shown in Figure 14.

The highest stress measured on the blade during this test phase was always
the flapwise measurement at the root end of the torque tube (15% station).
The variation of the steady or mean component of stress at this station
with blade azimuth, with blades equally spaced, is shown in Figure 76 for
three angle-of-attack conditions. It should be noted that the vibratory
stresses in this phase were very small and were due only to air turbulence.
At zero degrees azimuth (downstream position) there was a download on the
blade at all angles of attack, resulting from the flow field around the
pylon and rotor head. The maximum up-bending on the blade at positive
angle of attack occurred at p = 225 degrees. This result is in general
agreement with a previous investigation of Plowed/stopped-rotor character-
istics reported in Reference 13, and is attributed to the aeroelastic
behavior of the blade, with flapwise bending and torsional deformations
combining to increase the aerodynamic loading at that azimuth. The maximum
stresses were well within allowable steady stress values for the conditions
investigated, but could become excessive at higher angles of attack.

Theoretical predictions of blade root bending moment, based on a,. aerody-
namic analysis neglecting elastic effects, are also shown in Figure 76
for the up-gust condition. The general character of the variation with
azimuth is predicted correctly, but the calculated value at 0 degrees
azimuth (downstream position) is incorrect because the theory neglects
the apparent strong influence of the airframe and rotor head on the air-
flow in this area.

The highest measured flapwise bending moment on the outboard blade was
only one-half to one-third of that carried by the root end of the torque
tube, and relative stresses were even smaller. Blade edgewise and torsion-
al stresses were all very low.

Steady stresses measured at the root end of the torque tube (15% station)
during simulated fore-and-aft blade folding at 150 knots are shown in
Figure 77. The left-hand plot in Figure 77 presents measured bending
moment and stress as a function of shaft angle of attack for each of the
four blade locations when the rotor is positioned with blades equally
spaced and 45 degrees to the longitudinal axis. The center plot presents
the same information when the blades are in an intermediate fore-and-aft
fold position (each blade repositioned by 22½ degrees using the lag hinge
as a fold axis). The right-hand plot presents data measured with full
fore-and-aft folding (each blade folded 45 degrees about the lag hinge).
It can be seen that as the blades are folded the stresses on the forward
blades are reduced, corresponding to the reduction in lift that occurs
on the blade as a result of the high sweep angles of the blade span axis
relative to the wind. The lift and bending stress of the aft blades go
increasingly negative during folding, and become essentially independent
of shaft angle of attack.

Measured rotor lift and drag forces are presented in Figure 78 as a
function of angle of attack for two cond' 1 ins with blades equally spaced
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and for the partial and fully folded conditions, Rotor lift slope ip
reduced whtn blades are folded and there are shifts in the angle tor zero
lift. It should be noted, however, that rotor lift in very small at all
points compared to the model force equivalent to aircraft gross weight
(625 pounds). The drag is also reduued as the bledes are oldedi a
negative drag is shown for the full-told condition, mainly indicat&Vn
that nub drug is reduced in this condition (name hub tares applied an for
the unfoldtd canes). If the hub drag could be kept low enough by suitable
i.airings, the fore-and-aft folded rotor might represent an attractive
concept without the final stowing operation.

Control power derivatives were measured for the stopped-rotor configuration
with equally spaced blades. Results are shown in Figure 79 an a function
of azimuth position. Only one-quarter of a revolution is shown because the
curves repeat every 90 degrees, In the stopped condition the various rotor
controls behave very differently than they do under conventional Uonditions
of rotation. Collective pitch is totally ineffective as a lift control,
but does provide rolling moment control. Longitudinal cyclic B3 provides
a small amount of lift control at all azimuths, and some longitiaInal
pitching moment with the blades at 45O azimuth. Lateral cyclic pitch A
produces no measurable effect of any kind. With the TRAC rotor at minikam
diameter, the moments produced with the rotor stopped are small in any
case, and should not interfere with the fixed-wing aircraft type of con-
trols that would be provided for this configuration. Thus, it appears
that for a TRAC stopped/stowed-rotor configuration, it may not be neces-
sary to disconnect rotor contro1J from Lhe aircraft controls during thu
stopping or folding sequence.

HIGH-SPEED COMPOUND MODE (Phase VII)

Test Phases III, IV, and V were concerned with evaluation of the THAC
rotor as a stopped/stowed-rotor configuration. Phase VII is concerned
with a different application: the high-speed compound helicopter con-
figuration for which the rotor is reduced in diameter but remains exposed
and rotating. With centrifugal force to provide flapping stability, the
benefits of articulation can be retained; both flap and 3ag hinges re-
mained free throughout the speed range. Phase VII overlaps Phase III to
some extent, but was conducted in the high-speed 8-foot test section of
the wind tunnel rather than in the 18-foot test section. The blades
were not quite in the minimum-diameter condition for thl phase, because
intermittent electrical grounding of solder Joints was experienced with
the flapwise 15% strain gage station when the blade was fully retracted,
despite the protective bandage applied to the area. To avoid this problem
the blades were left extended approximately 0.2 inch, or less than ½ per-
cent of the extended radius.

Rotor Performance

At high forward speeds and advance ratios, the TRAC rotor, as well as any
conventional rotor system, has a relatively small lifting capacity. This
is unimportant in a compound helicopter configuration because the fixed
wing of the compound is an efficient device with a lift capacity that
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'The rotor itft 44ts in iuto 80 Indigaoe that, it nominal soo lIM
evnditi.ona (4 * i 0 0), the-,' ti aetually a substantlal inorease in lift
with fto~vur. tpee*t At 11t8). rpm, tite lift tooneasto from eNor at 150 knot*s
to over 90 pounds at 21S0 knotm, correspon.ding to Appoimately 1i per~ont
of nominal aircraft grwlp weight, Other rpm rad oqllst, %.e dltoh Qof-

d.tioits Indloate similar trends. At , #, -V', the lif't at 1181 rpm and
0 % is roduoed autntmttally but tiostill positive. Ong known Go"-
thIbuttna r~ot,, tit that rotor drt tend. to inorease shaft andle o' attack
beoause of' tihe defleotion of the internal gimbal system about its pitching
axis, However, the calculted dotleotion based on moamurod rotor dre1g
(including hub tares) and the measured at ifrnes properties or the gimbal
inditate that this faotor accounts for leas than P5 percent or the observed
effect at 350 knots, The reason For the lift Inorease with fo'rwad speed
is presumed to be a fuselage aerodynamic interference effvot, possibly
related to free-stream Mach number', whioh reaches 0,6 at. 400 knotn,. The
shape of the rotor pylon between the fuselage and rotor probably is an
important parameter in determining the magnitude of the interferenov. The
uhaft incidence relative to the fuselage centerline (aero for the teat
model) may also be important,

Another phenomenon which can be discerned from the lift results shown in
Figure O ts that at high forward opeeds aR. increase it collective pitch
results in a decrease in lift. For exatple, at 088 rpm and 250 to 300
knote, rotor lift is aubatantially less at +1 deg collective pitoc (lower
dashed l.ne) than the lift at aero collective pitch (upper dashed line),
This result applies only when cyclic pitch is used to trim flapping,
i.e., to maintain zero tip-path-plane tilt relative to the shaft. This
phenomenon han previously been observed for rotors operating at advance
ratios near unity or higher, ta reported in Reference 16. The partial
derivative of lift with respect to collective pitch (without cyclic pitch

adjuatmeiit) remains positive, as will be shown in a f'ollowing figure.

Rotor drag, shown in the center plot of Figure 80, exhibits a general in-
crease with forward speed. Thid increase followt, approximately the in-
crease of' free-stream dynamic preasurel other parameters axe relatively
unimportant. Rotor torque, shown in the bottom plot, remaina low at
all conditions up to about 300 knots but increases rupidly at higher
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opwdas, prtiaouiwly for ITM rpm at 100 knots and for 1144 rpm at 400
knot*, vhop@ advanring tip Plach number ti WpOXItmaLteW 0,91,

The "st impotont r'utI' portormiiiwe parmo~tr n tCho hidgh-opevd oompowid
Rod* to rotor oquivalent drag, whloh is the Coin or the actual dra and the
drag e q•valent of the rotor ohalt povvr ) P a + MU HP/V, where IP its
horsepower and V to forward OPe.p4 In Net pir ucoofn, R•tuivalvt tde tfr
the TPAQ rotor to presented a• a Nuiomttot of forward speed in ri$urvall,
The upper plot ti this ftgure sow&i the eftoot or rotor rpm for sero
tOlleoytt¥ pitch and atro r htft angle of att•aok (exoept. for flogged symbol#.
whtoh are at 4 deglreot angle aoft attk). Up to 300 knots, there 14 little
benefit •rom roduoing Iitaitonal opeid below 13'f5 rp which to the full
Value used it thv lo-opeed hellooptior fI ight made,. Abov* 300 kiioteo there
ti a sig fitoon benefi tfrom redAoed rpm, At 400 knots, rotor equivalent
drag to To pOWn4R asor lle perQent of the n•ominal atroraft gross weight
(625 pounds ter the model soale). This value would be higher It the wind
tunnol static pressure, rather than the total pressure, wore atmospherio
(at 400 kInotsi the oqi-.valent altitude in the wind, tunn•l ti nearly 9000 frot
beoause of tistl factor). A rotor equivalent dr*a of over 10 percent or
aroa@ weigh't lo probably unaoceptable from an overall aircraft efficiency
eaton4pant at theoe high forward speeds. tip to 300 knot*$ equivalent drag
for the TRAQ rotor hi loes than 5 percent or groams weight; at higher speeds
drag oould be redtued for aut aotual aircraft by operation at higher
alti tu4de".

The lower plot it r'igu'e 81 shows a ompariaon of measured equivalent drag
with u•o•reticoal values alculated with the ,ieneralised Rotor Perl'ormance
moethod, Also shown oupi|r'tely aire the drag equivalents of the rotor shaft
powur as measured and calculated. Actual rotor drag force io the difference
between up br anid lover curves, mae agreement between theory anid experi-
meit to 4•ute aoceptable,

First harmonic blade flapping angles relative to the control axis (equal in
magnitude to cyclic pitch vales required to trim flapping relative to the
shaft as dAscueded in Phase 1) are presented in Figure 82. The highest
measured value is leas than 4 degreea, indicating that flapping trim is
easily controlled despite the high advancte ratio. In fact, blade flapping
was very stable 4ad tip-path-pln-te tilt was very easy to control throughout
the speed range up to and including 100 knots, Also shown in Figure 82 are
theoretical oaloulations of blade flapping, baeed on the normal modes
analysis ttued to predict blade atresses at high forward speeds. The
theoretical ourvv corresponda to the saime lift as for the experimental
curve shown for 1184 rpm aund an a *O a 0, except that in the theory a sha•ft
angle of attack of +1 degree was used to approximate airframue interference
and collective pitch w:as adjusted intil t-he lift, with trimmed flapping,
equaled the measured lift. As can be seen, the predicted longitudinal
flapping, a 1 , follows the trernd of the experimental data although with a
bias of up lo IS degrees. The error in predicted lateral flapping is
somewhat greater. Again, it !S probable that the airframe interference
effect, which produces a nonunii'orn inflow velocity in the plane of the
rotor, causes a large part of the observed discrepancy.
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Btability and -ontrol D-rivativee

Stability and control derivatives were established in the manner previously
described at the intermediate rpm value (1184) of the high-speed portion of
the test program. Reaulte are shown in Figure 83 as a function of forward
speed. Lift and pitching moment derivatives all increase with increasing
speed, whereas the rolling moment derivatives stay relatively constant.
Theoretical predictions of derivatives, based on the Generalized Rotor
Performance method, are shown at 350 knots by the flagged symbols. Agree-
ment with experimental values is very good, indicating that even at this
high flight speed, conventional theory can be used with confidence in pre-
dioting the stability and control characteristics of the rotor system. It
should be noted that despite the increase with speed, the maximum values
of the derivatives are nomparable to those of the fully extended blades
at 150 knots, shown in Figure 59. The control power of the TRAC rotor at
high speed will be relatively small compared to the control power of the
fixed-wing type control surfaces on a compound helicopter airframe.

The partial derivative or rotor lift with respect to angle of attack can be
interpreted as a gust response. The experimental derivatives from Figure
83 have been converted to lift response in a gust in Figure 84. Results
are normalized to a l0-foot-per-second vertical gust, which corresponds
to an incremental angle of attack varying from approximately 2.3 degrees
at 150 knots down to 1.0 degree at 350 knots. The lift response increases
with speed as shown, but even at 350 knots the value is less than the
point shown for the extended rotor at 150 knots, which in turn is only
about one-half of the value that would be obtained for a conventional
rotor without pitch-flap coupling. Thus, the gust response of the TRAC
rotor in the high-speed compound mode in small compared to that of current
hellcopters.

Also shown in Figure 84 is the experimental rotor flapping response,
normalized to a 10-foot-per-second gust. This response has not been
divided into longitudinal and lateral components but rather is the total
tip-path-plane tilt measured. As can be seen, the rotor is extremely
stable, with a total response of only about 1 degree throughout the speed
range, despite the fact that the advance ratio is well beyond that at which
a conventional rotor would experience catastrophic divergent flapping.
This characteristic results from the very low Lock number of the blades
in the minimum-diameter condition, achieved without the large weight
penalty that would be required to provide the same Lock number at the
full diameter.

Blade Vibratory Loads

Blade stresses were all very low at 150 knots but ircreased steadily with
forward speed. The radial distribution of flapwise vibratory bending
moment and stress at 150, 250, and 350 knots is shown in Figure S5. The
data bands shown for each forward speed encompass all of the test con-
ditions encountered. Maximum bending moments occurred on the outer blades
at all speeds, but maximum stress, at least at high forward speeds, occurrf:d
at the root end of the torque tube (15 percent station).
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The variation of the flapwise 15 percent station stress with forward speed
is shown in Figure 86. In the upper plot, data for various rpm and
collective pitch settings are presented, and in the lower plot the effect
of simulated gusts at 1184 rpm is shown. As can be seen, the sensitivity
of stress to gust disturbances is high at high speed; at 350 knots a
½-degree simulated gust produces a larger stress increment than 1 degree
at 300 knots. The lowest stresses at high speed occur at test points
corresponding to the lowest rotor lift conditions. As can be seen in
Figure 80, nearly all of the test points at high speed correspond to
relatively high lift conditions; thus it is presumed that if the rotor is
trinamed closer to zero lift at high speeds the stress levels would be
generally lower.

Also shown in the top half of Figure 86 are theoretical stress calculations
for the flapwise 15 percent station, based on the normal modes analysis,
with assumptions as previously discussed in connection with prediction of
blade flapping angles (Figure 82). The theory, calculated for lift values
measured for the 1184 rpm, a = 0 = 0 curve, shows a trend similar to the
experimental curve but underfredicts the stress at high speed. This may be
a result of the presumably unrealistic uniform inflow assumption or may
result from the fact that the normal modes analysis used does not represent
the internal blade components or the outer blade compressive loading. The
more recent analysis developed for the TRAC rotor (Reference 6) was not
available when the present correlation study was conducted.

Variation of flapwise vibratory stress on the outer blade (79 percent
station) is presented in Figure 87. The range of conditions is the same
as for Figure 86. The outer blade stress appears to be somewhat more
sensitive to variations in rpm and collective pitch than the torque tube
stress, but exhibits less sensitivity to gusts.

Variation of edgewise vibratory moments with test speed is presented in
Figure 88. The upper plot is for the torque tube 30 percent station, and
the lower plot is for the outer blade 70 percent station. The data bands
shown cover all of the recorded test conditions. Similar data for torsional
stresses (torque tube 17 percent station and outer blade TO percent station)
are shown in Figure 89.

Vibratory pushrod load data are presented in Figure 90. Results indicate
a gradual increase in load up to 350 knots and a large increase at 400
knots. As is the case for blade stresses, minimum pushrod loads at high
speeds correspond to the minimum rotor lift conditions.

Typical oscillograph records obtained during this phase of the test are
presented in Figures 91 and 92 for 250 and 350 knots respectively. Jack-
screw flapwise and edgewise bending moments shown in these figures are well
within the nominal prescribed limit of ±50 inch-pounds. At 400 knots, how-
ever, the Jackscrew edgewise bending was approximately equal to this limit.
Differential strap tension results are not shown because of excessive
electrical noise for these test points; however, measured values were gener-
ally less than I percent of the strap static tensile strength.
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ROTOR HEAD TARES (Phases VI and VIII)

Typical rotor head tare characteristics are presented in Figure 93. Rotor
blades were removed at the juncture of the torque tube and sleeve-spindle
assembly, dummy blade cuffs were attached, and metric system forces and
moments were recorded through the same range of forward speed, angle of
attack, and rpm as for the test conditions with blades installed. The
resultant tares were subtracted from the forces and moments recorded with
blades installed. When test phases required modifications to rotor head
hardware, such as the hinge locking blocks, separate tare runs were con-
ducted. The tares shown in Figure 93 include gravity effects due to the
weight of the metric portion of the model as well as aerodynamic effects.
The dashed curves, obtained at zero wind speed, show the gravity effects
only; the differences between these lines and the others show the aero-
dynamic effects.

The most important aerodynamic tare, and the only one of appreciable
magnitude, is drag of the rotor head. The drag tare obtained in the high-
speed portion of the test is presented in Figure 94. These tares reach
a sizeable magnitude at high speed; rotor head drag is significantly
higher than the rotor blade drag forces shown in Figure 80. It should be
noted that there was no attempt to design a minimum-size rotor head for
the model or to fair the head in any way; obviously, an actual high-speed
compound helicopter would require a relatively low-drag head design.

INLUENCE OF VARIABLE DIAMETER ON COMPOUND HELICOPTER PERFORMANCE

In accordance with contract requirements, a brief analysis was conducted
to determine the influence of the TRAC rotor on the design of a high-speed
compound helicopter. Variables considered include design speed, wing
loading, operational altitude, and airframe parasite drag area. Only one
design gross weight (40,000 pounds) and one rotor configuration (extended
diameter 72 feet, solidity .095) was considered, in order to keep the
analysis compatible with the rotor preliminary design study of this report.
A conventional rotor compound was also included in the analysis in order
to establish the differences caused by the variation of blade area and
tip speed which result when the TRAC rotor is reduced to minimum diameter.

The assumptions utilized in the performance calculations are presented in
Table IV and Figure 95. Although the TRAC rotor has demonstrated a sig-
nificant lifting capability up to 400 knots, it was assumed that vibration
and stress considerations would make zero rotor lift desirable et 300 knots
or above. The variation of lift assumed for conventional rotors is based
on previous Sikorsky studies of compound helicopter designs, and is also
reduced to zero at 300 knots. The TRAC rotor at minimum diameter, with less
exposed area and lower tip speeds, has a lower lift capacity than the
conventional rotor and thus is penalized in the performance comparison by
higher wing induced drag values. There is also a parasite drag penalty
added to allow for the probability that the TRAC rotor head will have a
slightly larger frontal area to allow for the internal differential gears
required. Except for these differences, the same assumptions were made
for the two types of rotor systems in the calculated performances. A
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simplified three-view drawing of the compound helicopters represented in
this study is shown in Figure 96. Variable-pitch cruise fans are shown
for propulsion at high speeds, but conventional propellers could also be
used.

The calculated cruise power required as a function of forward speed is
presented in Figure 97 for compound helicopters with the medium size
wing (400 square feet) and operating at sea level. Two rpm values, 100
and 80 percent, are shown for each rotor system. The corresponding tip
speeds are 700 and 560 ft/sec for the conventional rotor, and 420 and
336 ft/sec for the TRAC rotor (diameter reduced to 60 percent of the ex-
tended value). Lines of constant installed power (sea level static military
ratings) are also shown; the power at any point on the line represents the
normal rated power available at that speed and altitude condition, based
on typical shaft turbine engine power characteristics. Tick marks are
shown on the power-required curves for advancing tip Mach number conditions
of 0.90 and 0.95.

The curves indicate that a conventional rotor operating at full rpm value
is not suitable for a compound helicopter at speeds much above 200 knots.
The total power required is high because of the high rotor equivalent drag,
and the advancing tip Mach number is also excessive. Not only is rotor
performance penalized by high Mach numbers, but vibration, control loads,
and noise also would be adversely affected. Generally it is desirable to
keep the maximum Mach number to 0.9 or less. Reducing rotor rpm by
20 percent improves the performance substantially and also moves the Mach
number limits to higher forward speeds. Additional rpm reduction would
be desirable from a performance standpoint, but severe problems will result
from excessive slowing. The problems include Incrosed bladc vibratory
stresses, excessive sensitivity of flapping motion to control inputs or
gusts, high levels of rotor-induced airframe vibrations, and the necessity
for a two-speed gearbox to avoid inefficient engine operation. Some of
these factors are discussed in References 4 and 9. It is believed that the
80 percent rpm value represents approximately the practical minimum for
most conventional rotor systems.

The TRAC rotor provides a substantial performance improvement over the
conventional rotor without the necessity for reduced rpm. Less power is
required over the range of forward speeds considered despite the higher
assumed wing induced drag and parasite drag, because of the large reduction
in rotor equivalent drag. An additional small improvement is available by
reducing rpm to 80 percent. The advancing tip Mach number is below 0.9 for
the TRAC rotor throughout the range of speeds considered in Figure 97 for
both rpm values.

Because the conventional rotor requires an rpm reduction, whereas the TRAC
rotor shows little additional benefit from rpm reduction, the remainder
of the comparisons are restricted to the conventional rotor at 80 percent
rpm and the TRAC rotor at 100 percent rpm. The inflaence of altitude on
the performance comparison is shown in Figures 98 and 99 for altitudes
of 10,000 feet and 20,000 feet respectively. Operating at altitude reduces
the power required primarily because of reduced parasite drag values.
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Because of the reduction in speed of sound at altitude, the advancing tip
Mach numbers are increased at any given forward speed, and the forward
speed at which the nominal Mach number limits are encountered is reduced.
For the conventional rotor at 80 percent rpm, the forward speed at which an
advancing tip Mach number of 0.9 is encountered is reduced from 264 knots at
sea level to 243 knots at 10,000 feet and to 221 knots at 20,000 feet.
The corresponding figures for the TRAC rotor at 100 percent rpm are 347
knots at sea level, 326 knots at 10,000 feet, and 304 knots at 20,000 feet
(all calculations based on standard day conditions).

Operating at altitude rather than at sea level tends to increase the speed
advantage afforded by the TRAC rotor at any given installed power level.
Also, because of the effect of altitude on Mach number, the conventional
rotor compound is not able to utilize as high a level of installed power
at altitude as it is at sea level, unlike conventional fixed-wing airplanes.
For example, with 12,000 horsepower installed (sea level static military
rating) it would be possible to fly the conventional compound at 281 knots
at sea level, with the advancing tip Mach number equal to approximately
0.92. At 20,000 feet, restricting the advancing tip Mach number to 0.95
would result in a maximum forward speed of 252 knots, utilizing less than
11,000 installed horsepower. The TRAC rotor would not be so restricted,
and with the same installed power the cruise speed would stay essentially
constant: 305 knots at sea level and 304 knots at 20,000 feet.

The influence of wing size on power required is presented in Figure 100 for
an altitude of 10,000 feet. Although fairly large changes were investigated

(plus 50 percent and minus 33 percent from the basic 400-square-foot area),
the effect on power is not pronounced for either rotor system, except that
at the lower speeds, use of the small wing results in a power penalty be-
cause of higher induced drag. Similar calculations at sea level showed
less effect, and at 20,000 feet the differences were somewhat greater. It
was concluded that the 400-square-foot wing size (gross weight divided by
wing area equal to 100 pounds per square foot) was the best choice for
either rotor system.

The influence of parasite drag on power required is shown in Figure 101 for
an altitude of 10,000 feet. A 20-percent reduction in parasite drag area
was taken as a reasonable variation from initially assumed values. At a
given forward speed,the reduction in power required is virtually identical
for the two different rotor systems. However, for a given installed power
level, the speed increase resulting from the parasite drag reduction is
substantially larger for the TRAC rotor than for the conventional rotor.
For example, with an installed power level of 10,000 horsepower, the drag
savings results in a speed increase of 11 knots for the conventional rotor,
from 264 to 275 knots. With the TRAC rotor the speed increment is 18 knots,
from 287 to 305 knots. Thus the TRAC rotor, because of its low rotor drag,
increases the benefits to be obtained from other devices to reduce drag.

The reduction in power required provided by the TRAC rotor can be trans-
late'. into savings in propulsion system weight and mission fuel. These
savii.gs are illustrated in Figure 102, derived from the power-required
curves in Figure 97 for the conventional rotor at 80 percent rpm and the
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TRAC rotor at 100 percent rpm. For example, if the missici calls for a
300-knot dash speed capability and a 2-hour endurance at a cruise speed
of 250 knots, the total weight reduction of engines, propellers, and fuel
amounts to more than 6 percent of the gross weight, or more than 2400
pounds for the 40,000-pound gross weight assumed.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS AND EVALUATIONS

Full evaluation of the results of this program requires some additional
comparisons of the telescoping rotor system with conventional systems. The
TRAC rotor shows a potential for improved reliability over conventional
rotors despite the increased complexity in the blades, because of reduced
stresses in high-speed cruise. This is illustrated in Figure 103, which
compares maximum blade stress data obtained on the NH-3A research aircraft,
Reference 10, with that obtained on the TRAC blade at minimum diameter.
The NH-3A exhibited reduction in stress in the compound helicopter mode
compared to the pure helicopter mode of operation, and, with additional
lift unloading by the wing and additional auxiliary propulsive force,
further improvements could probably be obtained. The TRAC rotor, in the
same speed range, exhibited much lower vibratory stresses with the same
structural material (aluminum). Above 300 knots, the maximum stresses on
the TRAC blades become higher than desirable (6000 psi is a commonly used
criterion for long life), but several factors contributing to these stresses
should be noted. First, the maximum stress in the retracted blade condition
was measured at the root end of the torque tube where local beefup could
be utilized to reduce stresses with a minor weight penalty. Second, the
blade root mass for the model is excessive because of the difficulties of
obtaining feathering bearings with adequate load capacity in small sizes.
This factor is known to contribute to blade root vibratory stresses. Third,
it appears that the TRAC blade stresses are approximately proportional to
flight dynamic pressure (note similarity between the stress curve and test
dynamic pressure curve in Figure 103), and it is anticipated that stress
will be reduced at increased altitude. Operation at altitude at high
speeds will be required in most cases for another reason: to reduce the
airframe parasite drag to satisfactory levels for performance requirements.
Thus, there is good reason to believe that satisfactory blade stress levels
can be achieved in a full-scale aircraft application throughout the speed
range to 400 knots.

Another comparison with NH-3A test data is presented in Figure 104, which
shows the general behavior of airframe vibration as a function of forward
speed. Because there was no attempt to design the wind tunnel model fuse-
lage structure to represent a realistic aircraft structure, it is not
possible to make a direct comparison of the model and full-scale vibrations,
and the comparison shown must be considered qualitative. Typical vibration
data measured on the NH-3A aircraft (cockpit vertical acceleration) are
shown relative to the mean measured value at 120 knots flight speed. These
data indicate that vibration levels increase rapidly with forward speed,
resulting from increased blade vibratory airloads. The TRAC model vibration
data are based on an accelerometer mounted on the internal gimbal, sensitive
to gimbal pitch motion. This accelerometer was selected because it gave
the most distinct "N per rev" signal and should respond to the same
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vibratory force inputs at the rotor head that would produce vertical
acceleration in the cockpit. The model data were also normalized relative
to the 120-knot condition for the TRAC rotor at full diameter and at high
lift. If it can be assumed that it is possible to achieve the same
vibration level with a TRAC rotor operating in the helicopter mode as with
a conventional rotor system at the same speed, then the comparison shown
in Figure 104 will be valid. At minimum diameter, the blade vibratory
loadings are greatly reduced and the overall airframe vibration will be
correspondingly reduced. As was the case for blade vibratory stresses,
the vibration levels measured for the TRAC model are approximately pro-
portional to test dynamic pressure, and it is to be expected that operation
at altitude will further reduce vibration levels.

Another advantage of the TRAC rotor is its low gust response at high speeds.
The response in terms of incremental load factor for a specified gust con-
dition (10 ft/sec unrelieved vertical gust) is presented in Figure 105 for
a number of aircraft configurations. Because comparable test data are not
available for these configurations, the comparisons shown are calculated.
The pure helicopter response calculation assumed full tip speed (700 feet
per second) and no pitch-flap coupling. The conventional compound was
assumed to operate at 80 percent tip speed, with a pitch-flap coupling
ratio of -0.5 incorporated to reduce the response, and was also assumed to
have a 400-square-foot wing for a gross weight of 40,000 pounds (W/S = 100
pounds per square foot). The wing adds its own gust response to that of
the rotor, but at moderate forward speeds the overall response is compa-
rable to the pure helicopter. The TRAC compound, with the same wing, is less
sensitive to gusts than the conventional compound because of the lower
rotor response. It should be noted that the dashed curve in Figure 105,
identified as test data for the TRAC rotor, does not include a wing. The
curve for the TRAC stowed-rotor aircraft represents the response of the
wing alone, and has the lowest gust sensitivity of the configurations
considered. Typical high-performance fixed-wing airplanes have lower
wing loadings because of takeoff and landing considerations, and for this
reason have a higher gust response. Airplane wing loadings vary over a
large range, of course, and the gust sensitivity is inversely proportional
to wing loading. Two examples in the approximate gross weight category
considered are the Grumann Gulfstream II, with a wing loading approximately
equal to the 67 psf value indicated in Figure 105, and the DHC-5 Buffalo,
which has a wing loading under 50 psf and a correspondingly higher gust
response at any given speed and altitude. The TRAC stowed-rotor aircraft
does not require as large a wing as the fixed-wing airplane because of its
high allowable conversion speed. Both the TRAC compound and TRAC stowed-
rotor aircraft offer improved gust response characteristics over other
aircraft types.

Another consideration of importance relates to rotor-induced noise
characteristics. Although no attempt was made to measure noise in the
current program, it is well known that advancing tip Mach number is one
of the important factors in rotor noise generation in forward flight. In
particular, rotor impulsive noise ("blade slap") is sensitive to this
factor. Although airfoil section, tip aerodynamic load distribution, etc.,
are very important, as a general rule rotors having advancing tip Mach
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numbers of 0.9 or higher are apt to be annoyingly loud, whereas with
Mach numbers of 0.8 or less it is possible to have a relatively quiet
rotor. This relationship is shown in Figure 106, which presents advancing
tip Mach number as a function of forward speed, altitude and percent rpm
for a conventional rotor and the TRAC rotor. Because of reduced tip
speeds, it is evident that the TRAC rotor offers the potential of sub-
stantial reductions in rotor noise in spite of increased forward speeds.

Thus, there appears to be a substantial number of benefits to be derived
from the TRAC rotor, including better performance and lower stresses,
vibration, gust sensitivity, and noibe than for conventional rotors. The
TRAC rotor also offers the distinct option of stopping and stowing the
rotor in flight, with further substantial improvements in all of the
above items. In a general sense the benefits are attributable to the use
of variable geometry, which has long been used in fixed-wing aircraft
(notably high-lift flaps) but not in helicopters.

Variable geometry is not achieved without increased weight, cost, and
complexity of the particular component in question, but when properly
used it can offer positive attributes of considerable importance. When
the overall aircraft is considered, variable geometry sometimes offers
decreased weight, cost, and complexity. The TRAC variable-diameter rotor
is believed to have the potential system benefits required to make it
economically attractive. The TRAC rotor blades, with conventional
materials, will be heavier than conventional blades by a few percent of
gross weight, and there is additional mechanism in the rotor head and
gearbox. It is anticipated that the blade weight penalty can be reduced
substantially through use of advanced composite materi.als. The corre-
sponding potential for weight reduction of conventional blades is not as
great, partly because coning angle limitations dictate a minimum allow-
able weight.

The investment in achieving a variable diameter capability provides a num-
ber of simplification and weight reduction items in the rest of the air-
craft. For example, a single-speed gearbox is adequate, whereas for a
conventional rotor compound a two-speed gearbox may be required if engine
efficiency compromises are to be avoided. The weight of vibration control
devices, which can amount to a significant penalty, will be reduced
substantially with the TRAC rotor, both because of lower input vibratory
forces and a smaller design operating rpm range. The retraction clutch
of the TRAC rotor can also serve as a rotor brake for stopping the rotor
on the ground, eliminating this conventional item. A blade folding system,
if required, involves a substantial weight penalty for conventional rotors,
but for the TRAC rotor the blades are easily folded fore and aft about the
lag hinge, using the dampers as hydraulic servos, so that this penalty is
avoided. As previously discussed, for a given design speed the performance
benefits of the TRAC rotor can save a significant amount of engine weight
and mission fuel. Thus, there are reasons to believe that the TRAC rotor,
because of its variable-geometry feature, can be developed into a cost-
effective device for improving performance and extending the capabilities
of rotary-wing aircraft.
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CONCLUSIONS

An analytical and experimental program was conducted to establish feasibil-
ity and determine characteristics of the Sikorsky TRAC rotor, a variable-
diameter, telescoping-blade, fully articulated rotor system. The program
included a preliminary design study of a full-scale blade, wind tunnel
tests of a dynamically scaled rotor model in various flight modes, and
correlation of experimental results with theory.

Major conclusions and recommendations resulting from this investigation
are as follows:

1. The TRAC rotor was established as a feasible rotor system for both
the stopped/stowed-rotor aircraft configuration and for the high-speed
compound helicopter.

2. The basic blade structural design and the retraction system were
verified by tests of the dynamically scaled model, which operated at
full-scale tip speeds and forward speeds.

3. Rotor performance characteristics in the low-speed helicopter mode with
fully extended blades are comparable to those of conventional helicopters.
Experimental lift and propulsive force values over the speed range from 60
to 150 knots were more than adequate for the assumed stopped/stowed rotor
or compound helicopter flight envelopes.

4. Diameter changes, demonstrated at forward speeds up to 150 knots and
at rotational speeds up to full rpm, were rapid, with positive control and
low blade stresses. Diameter changes could be stopped or reversed at any
paint in the cycle. Despite the variation in blade length with consequent
change in blade natural frequencies, there was no significant amplification
of stresses during diameter changes, Test data obtained at constant,
intermediate diameter values also showed no evidence of serious resonance
conditions.

5. At the initiation of the blade retraction cycle there was a blade flap-
ping response which corresponded to a forward tip-path-plane tilt of ap-
proximately 2 degrees, and a negative rotor lift increment, as a result
of the internal torque in the blade retraction system which caused a slight
blade twist. This is not a serious problem, but the response would have
to be counteracted in flight -o eliminate the disturbance to aircraft trim.
Possible means of minimizing L: eliminating this response were identified.

6. Rotor stops and starts, demonstrated at 150 knots true airspeed, with
hinges locked below approximately 50 percent rpm, were very smooth and
rotor forces and moments were low, indicating minimum disturbance to air-
craft stability and control. Stresses were low except at the root end of
the torque tube at very low rpm values; local beefup of the blade in this
area (in accordance with details of the full-scale blade preliminary de-
sign study not incorporated in the model) would be desirable.
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7. Indexing the blades to various positions about the lag hinge &xis,
with the rotor stopped at 150 knots true airspeed, demonstrated that fore-
and-aft blade folding for the stopped/stowed-rotor corniguration is easily
achieved, with low forces and moments. Special fold hinges are not re-
quired.

8. In the high-speed compound helicopter mode, with blades retracted but
fully articulated, tests were conductod at true forward speeds up to 400
knots and at advance ratios up to 2.0. Blade flapping was very stable and
easily controlled throughout the speed range. Rotor equivalent drag was
less than 5 percent of the value representing aircraft gross weight at
forward speeds up to more than 300 knots, even at full rpm. Drag increased
significantly at higher forward speeds, to more than 8 percent of gross
weight at 350 knots at full rpm, but could be reduced by reducing rpm.
Furthor reductions in drag would result from operation at increased
altitude.

9. Blade stresses in the high-speed compound mode were very low at minimum
speeds but increased with forward speed. Maximum stress, at the root end
of the torque tube, became excessive at the highest speeds tested, partly
because of a significant rotor lift at most test conditions due to air-
frame aerodynamic interference. The local strengthening of this portion
of the blade, recommended in conclusion 6, should also serve to reduce
stresses in the high-speed compound mode. Blade stresses were approxi-
mately proportional to flight dynamic pressure, so that lower stresses
should result from operation at increased &ititude.

10. Correlation of experimentally determined performance with theory was
generally good throughout the test range of forward speeds.

11. Stability and control power derivatives obtained in the various
operating modes show that stability and control problems will be minimal
for TRAC rotor aircraft. The derivativej reduce in magnitude when diam-
eter is reduced, and then increase In the high-speed compound mode; at
350 knots the magnitudes are comparable to those of the extended blades at
150 knots. For the locked hinge configuration the control phase relation-
ships are altered, but the magnitudes of the derivatives are small at 150
knots,and there should be little difficulty controlling a stopped/stowed-
rotor aircraft configuration with conventional control surfaces through-
out the conversion cycle. Theoretical values of stability and control
derivatives agreed very well with experimental values.

12. Vibration levels measured on the model showed a large reduction as
the diameter was reduced. Vibration increased with speed in the high-
speed compound mode, but comparison with published flight data for a com-
pound helicopter indicates that the TRAC rotor will have lower vibratioi,
levels at high forward speeds than a conventional rotor.

13. Theoretical predictions of blade stresses for the various flight modes,
using existing methods and assuming uniform inflow in the plane of the
rotor, showed qualitative agreement with experiment but generally under-
predicted the magnitude. A more recent aeroelastic analysis, developed
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specifically for the TRAC blade under another contract with USAAMRDL, has
been correlated with test data in a separate report (Reference 6).

14. A brief performance evaluation of the TRAC rotor in a compound heli-
copter application indicates significant advantagesrelaTive to a conven-
tional rotor. Higher cruise speeds are achieved for a given installed
power, or less power is required for a given speed, without the necessity
for the RPM reduction required for the conventional rotor. The relative
advantage of the TRAC rotor increases with altitude or with reduction in
airframe parasite drag. The power reduction provided by the TRAC rotor can
be translated into significant reductions in fuel weight and installed
propulsion system weight.

15. Other advantages demonstrated for the TRAC rotor in the high-speed
compound mode, relative to conventional rotors, include reduced blade
stresses, reduce' vibration, and lower gust sensitivity. Because of lower
advancing tip Mach numbers, the TRAC rotor will also be quieter at high
speeds.

16. For the stopped-or stowed-rotor configuration, the TRAC rotor elimi-
nates or greatly reduces the serious problems of blade stresses, aeroelas-
tic instabilities, and stability and control difficulties encountered with
conventional rotors, without compromising hover disk loadizig or requiring
special control devices. A high conversion flight speed permits utili-
zation of a relatively small wing sized for cruise.

17. Ground resonance difficulties encountered early in the model test
program were due to model support strut characteristics and were unrelated
to the TRAC blade structure. A revised model support structure corrected
the problem, and special tests demonstrated that the ground resonance
characteristics of the TRAC blades are essentially identical to those of
conventional blades.
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TABU 1 II QOINWrUOU DIAMIR M~ANO~~CCNIIN

brvar•4 haftl Colleoetiv
SPOO44 Andl*ý Mal$eYJ VIor Dimoteer, fag, s itq, Cyhli, Pitch/

Point K% RPM Peroent. del dog Fla.pping Trim

1 60 59D 96 66 0 0 Flapping trim at
max diameer

0 60 599 96 0 0 tam" cyc1O as
Pt I

3 90 088 96 * 66 0 0 Plappiig trim at
max diameter

4 90 888 66 4 96 0 0 samee ylio u
pt 3

S100 1184 96 * 66 0 0 Flapping trim at
max diameter

6 1a0 11814 66 . 96 0 0 Same •yclic as
pt 5

7 go 088 9715 -6 6-,5 0 0 FlJepping trim at
max diameter

8 90 888 62,5 , 97.5 0 0 dame OclIa as
pt 7

9 150 1184 97.5 . 62,5 0 0 Flapping trim at
max diameter

10 150 u84I 6J.5 * 97.5 0 0 Same cyclic an
pt 9

11. 1%0 1375 97,5 62.5 0 0 Flapping trim at
max diameter

1; 15U 1375 6-!,5 * 97-5 0 0 Samo Cyclir as
pt 11

13 150 1375 97.5 ' u2.5 2 0 Simiulated gust-
Saue cyclic Haa .1i

14 150 1375 62.i 97.5 2 0 Simulated gust-
Sawo zyclc a &pt 11

15 150 1375 97,5 62.5 0 2 Flapping trim at
max diameter

16 150 1375 62.5 - 97.5 0 2 Same cyclic as
pt 15

Points 1 - 6 obtained in second wind tunnel test series

Points 7 - 16 obtained in Lhird wind tunnel test series
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TABLE III, CONTINUOUS RPM CHANGE TEST CONDITIONS

SForward Shaft Collective
Speed, Angle, Pitch

V, Rotor act, O, Cyclic Pitch/Flapping
Point Kdt RPMde Trim

cyli

Ar 15 714at0 Phase 0am

1 150 i387 + 700 0 0 Flapping trim at
starting rpm

2 150 7400 + 137 0 0 Same cyclic as pt 5

3 150 1380 * 740 6.8 0 Simulated gust - Same
cyclic as pt 1

8 150 700 + 138o 6.8 0 Simulated gust - Same
cyclic as pt I

5 150 1375 0 700 0 0 Flapping trim at
starting rpm

6 150 700 + 1375 0 0 Same cyclic as pt 5

7 150 1375 + 700 2 0 Simulated gust - Same
cyclic as pt 5

18 150 700 4 1305 2 0 Simulated gust - Same
cyclic as pt 5

Locked HinA~s -Phase IV

9 90 740 o 0 0 0 Cyclic for min stress
at starting rpm

10 90 0 74o0 0 0 Same cyclic as pt 9

11 150 740 o 0 0 0 Cyclic for min stress
at starting rpm

12 150 0o 74o 0 0 Same cyclic as pt 11

13 150 74o 0 2 o Simulated gust - Same
cyclic as pt 1l

14 150 0 +74o 2 0 Simulated gust - Same

cyclic as pt 11

15 150 74o 1 0 2 0 Cyclic for min stress
at starting rpm

16 150 0 ÷74o 2 0 Same cyclic as pt 15

17 150 740 + 0 0 1 Cyclic for min stress
at starting rpm

18 150 0 ÷ 74o 0 1 Same cyclic as pt 17

Points 1-i 4 obtained in first wind tunnel test series

Points 5 - 18 obtained in third wind tunnel test series

All points with rotor at or near minimum diameter.
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TABLE IV. ASSUMPTIONS USED IN PF>•'ORMANCE
COMPARISONS FOR COMPOUND HELI>7` '"RS

Weights and Dimensions

W = 40,000 lb
Diameter 72 ft (Conventional Rotor)

72 ft (TRAC-extended)
43.2 ft (TRAC-retracted)

Solidity .095 (Conventional and TRAC-extended)
Hover tip speed 700 ft/sec
Wing area 400 ft 2

Wing span 49 ft
Aspect ratio 6.0

Other dimensions as shown in Figure 96.

Rotor Lift Variation

Rotor lift in cruise at sea level as shown in Figure 95.
Rotor lift at altitude proportional to density ratio.

Parasite Drag Area

f = .02(W) /3 = 23.5 ft 2 (Conventional Rotor)

f = 25 ft 2 (Af = 1.5 ft 2 ) (TRAC Rotor)

Parasite drag includes rotor head drag but does not include Wing drag.

Wing Aerodynamic Characteristics

Variation of wing profile drag with lift coefficient as shown in
Figure 95.

Wing induced drag based on span efficiency factor of 0.8:

CDi CL W2 where AR = 6.0, c = 0.8
7r AR F-

Wing maximum lift/drag ratio = 19.4 @ CLW = 0.4

Propulsion System

Propulsion efficiency of 80 percent assumed for all conditions (applies
to rotor shaft power as well as propeller/fan power). Tail fan assumed
shut down in cruise (zero tail fan power).
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APPENDIX I

DETAILS OF FULL-SCALE PRELIMINARY DESIGN. STUDY

Data provided in APPENDIX I supplement the information presented under
the heading PRELIMINARY DESIGN STUDY OF FULL-SCALE ROTOR, pages 4-6 of
this report.

Rotor Hub and Diameter Change Actuation Mechanism

The main rotor is a four-bladed, fully articulated rotor system with co-
incident flapping and lag hinge. This configuration, shown in Figure 107,
is basically a conventional Sikorsky design, having upper and lower hub
plates, vertical hinge member, sleeve and spindle assembly, anti-flapping-
droop restrainer, and dampers. Differences between this design and a
conventional rotor head include a central hut, which houses the differential
gear assembly; a special vertical hinge member having conventional bearings
mounted vertically on one set of journals and roller bearings mounted
horizontally on the other set, thus enabling the &niversal joint in the
jackscrew drive train to pass through a central opening in the hinge
member; removable yoke arms, large enough to retain roller bearings to
allow blade flapping and necessary for installation to the hinge; and
dampers mounted on the top of the rotor head designed to act as blade-fold
pistons, which when actuated fold the blades to a maximum of 500.

The differential gears and coaxial shafts used in actuating diameter changes
are of conventional type, and the design analysis was limited to verifi-
cation that the required actuation torques were within the load capacity of
the components selected. A positive mechanical stop system, utilizing a
traveling nut between the two coaxial actuation shafts, was devised to
prevent excessive blade extensions or retractions; a mechanical diameter
lock was also incorporated.

Blade Design

The major components of the blade consist of the outer blade, torque tube,
and the internal components (jackscrew, nut, and tension straps). A
general arrangement of the blade is shown in Figure 108. Blade loads were
determined from the flight conditions below. Condition #1 was used to
determine the vibratory stress levels, and conditions #2-#4 were used for
the static analysis.

Condition #1: Max cruise speed as a pure helicopter, V = 100 knots,
N = 185 rpm, W = 40,000 lb

#2: Same as #1 with a 30-fps upward gust
#3: Pullout maneuver, 120% rotor rpm, rotor load factor 1.4,

V = 100 knots, N = 223 rpm, rotor thrust = 56,000 lb
#4: Stopped rotor (xnnimum diameter), V = 150 knots, max blade

section lift coefficient (1.3) over entire exposed length.

A stress analysis based on the above load conditions was conductedand
wall thicknesses, etc., were adjusted to provide acceptable calculated
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stresses for all conditions. A brief description of the blade components
follows:

Outer Blade

The outer section of the blade is composed of two major components:
the spar assembly and the pocket or trailing edge of the airfoil
section. A planform and cross-sectional view of this section are
shown in Figure 108. The spar is an aluminum extrusion with a sheet
aluminum and honeycomb core sandwich aft sect-on covering most of the
length of the spar. Both the extrusion and sandwich facings are
2014-T6 aluminum. The extrusion is similar to the "D" section ex-
trusions used on other Sikorsky blades. To locate both the center of
gravity and neutral axis of the blade on the 25% chord position, the
aft portion of the extruded spar is removed as shown in Figure 109 and
replaced by the sandwich type of structure. The solid "D" section is
retained only in the overlap region and at the tip of the blade, where
the centrifugal force of the outer blade is transferred to the tension
straps.

The trailing-edge pocket is a structural member on the TRAC blade,
unlike the nonstructural pockets used on other Sikorsky blades. This
structural fairing consists of a honeycomb core with an aluminum facing
bonded to the core and to the outer facing of the spar.

Torque Tube

The torque tube, shown in Figure 109, is an elliptical cross-sectional
titanium tube which has a constant wall thickness of .125 in. over
most of its length. The wall thickness is increased to .250 in. in
the blade overlap region on the outboard end and also at the inboard
end adjacent to the area where the elliptical shape of the tube begins
the transition into the circular cross section for the cuff.

Internal Co2 onents

The blade jackscrew and nut were designed to retract or extend the
rotor blade in approximately 30 seconds with the main rotor operating
at full rpm.

The specifications used in the design analysis for the screw and nut
arc:

Outside diameter 3.000 in.
Pitch diameter 2.850 in.
Minor diameter 2.690 in.
Internal diameter (bore) 2.050 in.
Pitch 0.500 in.
Lead 1.000 in.
Thread Modified 100 square stub,

double, left hand
Thread thickness 0.242 in.
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Material 9317 steels carburised threads
Screw speed 344 rpm
Length of nut travel 176 in.
Time of travel 31 sec
Number of threads on nut 19
Thread bearing stress 5000 psi
Screw efficiency, drnumic

(coeff. of friction 0.10) 0.52
Screw efficiency, static

(coeff. of friction 0.13) 0.46

Tension Straps

The tension straps shown in Figure 108 are circular in cross section
and taper at the ends to a flat, rectangular cross section for attach-
ment to the tip block and nut.

Bearing Blocks

Two sets of bearing blocks are utilized for the sliding contact
between the torque tube and outer blade. One set is attached to the
outboard end of the torque tube and one set to the inboard end of
the outer blade. Teflon sheet bonded to aluminum contoured blocks
was selected for the bearing surface. Figure 108 shows the method of
attaching these blocks to their respective member. This method was
chosen over a block of solid bearing material because it provides
the possibility of shinming to adjust for manufacturing tolerances
and wear and can be easily replaced.

Blade Mass Properties

The spanwise mass distribution of the blade is presented in Figure 110.
Total weight for one blade, up to and including the cuff attachment
and including the internal components, is 760 pounds. The centrifugal
force distribution for the various blade components at 185 rpm is
shown in Figure 111. All of the components are in tension except for
the outer blade,which is in compression. The centrifugal load of
the outer blade is zero at the inboard end and reaches a maximum at
the tip.
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Figure 111. Centrifugal Force Distribution for Full-Scale Blade Design.
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Dtahe yddInMIDX1 supplaemat the Int ation p"Nseted under
th hadnAHORL11 DUXMON AND OOUMT1W OZNo Mege aor this

report

The outer sectioaet the bled, to Composed at two maJor Oonenta I
the spar assembly and the pooket or trailing edge ot the airf•il
section, Figure 6 ohm* a typical ao•ae.-e- tional view oa the blade,

The m•del spar is built up Into a D-estalon with formed sheet m.talo
to co'arwed to a conventional #xtruded aluminum spar. An assembly
drawing it the spar ti shown in r'igur. 112, The spal conilsts of a
Qonutant-wall aluminum leading edge and a sandwich type structure
which to bonded to the leading edge to complete the D-section. The
sandwich consists at' two thin-wall channel ftacings, one aluminum and
one magnesium, bonded to the core, The core is solid aluminum at
the extreme Inboard and outboard ends and an aluminum screening
material over most of the length or the spaur Because of the avail-
ability of aluminum screening in various thicknesses and densitiets
it was selected au the best material to approximate the honeycomb core
used on the full-scale spar. The Increase in weight and stiffness
resulting from the screen was compensated ".)r by uaing magnesium for
the outer facing. Two stepped recesses are chemically milled along
the length or the spar on both the upper and lower surfaces at
approximately 20% chord. These recesses are used as bonding surfaces
for the outer facing and pocket assembly to maintain a flush and
smooth airfoil contour.

JI

The scaling of the pocket assembly was more diffihult than for pre-
vious Sikorsky dynamic model blade designd, as it is a full structural
member of the blade. Scaling down the prototype pocket utilizing the
same materials resulted in parts too flimsy to handle. Furthermore,
adjustment of blade chordvise balance, which could be achieved on
conventional blades by adjusting leading.edge counterweights, was
not possible here since the TRAC blade design eliminated the use of
counterweights. The result of a number of trials was a pocket
composed of a .004-inch magnesium skin bonded to a comb-like balsa
wood core. A cutaway view of the pocket is shown in Figure 6.

Since the overlap region of the full-scale design spar is an extrusion
and the model spar a built-up section, a loop strap was bonded over
the inboard end of the model outboard blade to eliminate the possi-
bility of the bond separating when the joint was fully loaded.
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Steel rather than titanium wag originally **looed t~or the model
torque tube because of Proaurement and tabricatioa coW*lXItIes
associated with titamilum, The elliptical shapad tubse were drum
through contoured dies troim thin-well tubing and than chemically
milled to the required thickness of ,010 Inch. Sheet steel doublers
were bonded to the Lnsijde of the torque tube at each end to match the
Increased torque tube thickness calledti or io the preliminary design
of the full-.scale blades The** doublers extended around the entire
Inside of the torque tube, and were .010 Inch thick and approximately
3.3 Inches 19Mg. Aluminum curfs were machined In two halves and then
bonded to the Inboard end of the torque tube.

The quality control of overall dimensions and wall thickness for the
steel torque tubes, although acceptable, vam not am good as desired
and therefo"e was reviewed aftear the first series of wind tunnel tests
to determine better manufacturing approaches or' new materials.
Drawing of the steel tubes with the correct wall thickness was uni-
satisfactory due to Inability to control overall straightness. How-
ever, esqaml aluminum torque tube. were drawn through the same con-
toured dies used for the steel tubes, with excellent results. There-
fore, alusinum was selected for the new torque tubes.* It should be
noted that although the material Is different from that used Initially,
dynamic similarity was maintained by a4 ustuent in wall thickness to
.030 Inch so that bending ati4'ftnss (11) of the tube remained the sase.
The only exception to this is that the increased thickness did not
allow space for internal doublers at the ends of the torque tube, so
that at these points the tubes were under design stiffness and
strength. The root end cuffs were again bonded to the inboard end
of the torque tube. Thin stainless steel abraaion strips (.005 inch
thick) were bonded internally along the full length of the tubes,
as shown in Figure 6. to prevent excessive wear by the translation
of the nut during the retraction or extension cycles.

Beari-na Blocks-

Nylatron 0. S., a molybdenum disulphide filled nylon, was selected for
the bearing slide blocks because of it. good mechanical and bearing
properties. An the fit between the inside of the blade spar and the
outside of the torque tube is critical, molds were fabricated using
actual blade components as masters. As a result the molded parts
required minimum hand fitting during assembly. The molded blocks
were first attached to the torque tube by a series of screws which go

tLhrough the blocks and tube wall and are secured in a contoured nut
plate inside the tube. The assembly is then inserted in the outer
blade, fitted, and then positioned in a fixture to provide proper
alignment for installing the remaining blocks. These blocks are held
in place by a series of screws which go through the spar wall and are
threaded into the blocks.
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The Jiosoew • ovrt fabricated tm VaUacca 300, a high-steangth,
100 nickel ma tvg steel. The O.25O-inah hole in the center ot each
Jackscrew was gun-boved. The threads, which vw.e double and lef•-
hand as in the full•scale design, wer ground eand thmn lapped Mgainst
the nuts which Vere used in the blades, After lapping, the jackscrews
were coated with Vitrolube 67 tilm lubrioant, which incorporates
imlnybdena dGi•eulphi•e as the primary lubricating -,lesnt in a
vitreous base material,

A redundant structure Vwar intorporUtd In the Jackscrew design, A
high-strength maraging lveel strap, 0.125 inch in diamter$ was
mounted in the center at the 4icksorew, anchored by means of a
shoulder on the strip and a counterbore In the jiokoaQ*w at the root
end, and by viams of a nut at the tip or the Jaokscrew. The redundant
strap, which va prieloaded In tension by approximately 100 pounds,
was more than strong enough to carry the entire centrifugal load ot
the blade.

Beryllium copper was selected for the retraction nut becauee of Its
excellent bearing and heit dissipation properties. Threads were
tapped prior to the material hardening cycle Each nut and corre-
sponding Jeckscrew was lapped and burnished an a set.

Tension Itroge

Strap material selection and method of attachment to the nut and tip
ot the blade required a unique solution, as conventional means could
not be employed because of the severe space restriction. During the
development of the blades, several strap designs and retention
techniques were investigated. The final design utilised music wire
for the straps, centerless ground to the desired diameter but with
a shoulder on one end to fit in counterbored holes in the nut. After
the straps were Installed through the nut and the blade tip block,
the diameter of the outer end ot the straps was increased by a nickel
sulphamate plating process which increased the diameter to the same
dimension as the machined shoulder at the other end. The plated
shoulder was then snugly fitted into the counterbore provided in the
tip block. Static tests demonstrated that full strap strength was
developed with this connection technique.

It should be noted that certain details of the nut-strap assembly
differ from those indicated in rigure 6, which, for these components
only, should be considered as a schematic drawing. The exact details
are not shovn because of a restriction which was imposed by the
U. S. Patent Office.
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APPENDIX III

DETAIIS OF WIND TUNNEL MODEL

Data provided in APPENDIX III supplement the information presented under
the heading WIND TUNNEL MODEL, pages 8 - 9 of this report.

Diameter Change System

Two concentric shafts inside the main rotor shaft connect the rotorhead
differential and clutch assembly used to actuate the telescoping mechanism.
With both clutches free the internal shafts rotate with the rotor shaft,
resulting in no relative motion between the bevel gears and no rotation im-
parted to the Jackscrews. Actuation of either the extend or retract clutch
causes the respective shaft to stop relative to ground. The other shaft
rotates at twice rotor speed and the pinions and Jackscrews turn to extend
or retract the blades. Both the extension and retraction clutch on the
model are of the dry, multiple-disc type. Actuation of the clutch was
accomplished with a small position-feedback hydraulic cylinder controlled
from the rotor control console. The feedback circuit included signals from
limit switches incorporated in the mechanical portion of the diameter meas-
urement system. When the diameter control knob on the model control console
was held in the extend or retract position, the limit switches served to
neutralize the clutch position when essentially full diameter or minimum
diameter was reached. When the diameter control knob was returned to the
neutral position, the circuit automatically drove the clutch actuator away
from the limit switches, with a corresponding blade length change of
approximately one-half inch. This latter feature served as a safety device
to prevent excessive travel in case some unforeseen factor caused a diameter
change not noticed by the control console operator.

Diameter Measurement

Rotor diameter was measured by determining the relative rotation of the
coaxial shafts in the rotor drive system. Any two of the three shafts
could be used for this purpose; the pair selected for convenience consisted
of the main drive shaft and the inner (extension) shaft of the diameter
change mechanism. The rotational motions of each of these shafts were
transmitted through appropriate mechanical means to a miniature differ-
ential gearset located below the model gearbox. Rotation of the lower
bevel gear of this differential was directly proportional to the rotation
of the inner shaft of the diameter change mechanism, and the rotation of
the upper bevel gear of the miniature differential was proportional to the
rotation of the main rotor shaft, except that the direction of rotation
was reversed by an intervening gearmesh. When the rotor diameter is held
constant, the coaxial shafts all turn at the same speed, and the upper and
lower bevels of the miniature differential turn at equal but opposite
speeds. Under these conditions the pinion gear connecting the two bevels
spins on its own axis but does not rotate circumferentially about the
bevels. Thus the centerbody to which the pinion is mounted does not
rotate. When the rotor diameter is changed, however, there is a relative
rotation between the coaxial shafts, with the result that the bevels of the
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miniature differential do not turn at equal and opposite speeds. Under
these circumstances the centerbody of the differential, which always turns
at the average speed of the upper and lower bevels, will rotate in one
direction or other depending on whether the diameter is being increased or
decreased, with the number of turns proportional to the magnitude of the
diameter change. The rotation of the centerbody was geared to a multiple-
turn rotary potentiometer which supplied the electrical signal for the
rotor diameter measurement. This centerbody rotation was also used to
provide a linear mechanical motion, by means of a screw and traveling nut,
to actuate the limit switches in the diameter-control electrical circuit.

Blade Pitch Control System

Blade pitch control was achieved with an electromechanical swashplate
control system in the most recent test series. The system used three
independent electric motors, controlled from the rotor control console,
to provide pure collective and cyclic control inputs to the swashplate.
Required mixing is accomplished mechanically with three intermeshed differ-
ential gearsets. Mixed outputs are transferred to three conventionally
positioned mechanical actuators by means of flexible shafts. The actuators
transfer the rotary motion of the shafts into linear motion by a worm gear
and Jackscrew. Control angles are measured with geared potentiometers
which effectively count the number of turns of the input electric motors.
The collective and cyclic pitch angles are displayed on three digital
meters in the control console. Earlier test series had utilized a hy-
draulic control system consisting of pumps, reservoirs, filters, servo
valves and hydraulic actuators. The system used electrical mixing with
position feedback.

Rotor Drive and Gimbal Mounting Systems

The rotor system is powered by a water-cooled variable-frequency electric
motor, nominally rated at 80 horsepower. Power is transmitted to the
rotor shaft by a 5.25:1 reduction, two-stage gearbox. Gearbox lubrication
and cooling are provided by an oil spray and scavenge system.

The blades, rotorhead, shafts, clutches, clutch servo, motor, gearbox,
blade pitch control system, diameter measurement system, and instrumen-
tation slipring comprise the internal model assembly. This portion of
the model is metric. It is mounted on a six-component strain gage balance
for measurements of rotor forces and moments. The ground side of the
balance is supported in a soft damped gimbal.

The gimbal mounting was incorporated as part of the system to eliminate
the ground resonance type of instability which had previously prevented
testing of the model on the wind tunnel struts at full diameter and rpm.
This instability was not associated with the TRAC rotor, but would have
existed for any conventional rotor configuration operating at comparable
rotational speeds. The analysis, development, and verification of the
gimbal mounting system are described in detail in Reference 5. The wind
tunnel tests to verify the system are summarized in this report under
TEST PLANS AND PROCEDURES. The gimbal provides a pitch and roll freedom
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for the internal model about axes which intersect at the centerline of the
strain gage balance. Spring restraint is provided between the internal
model and the fuselage by means of cantilever springs in the pitch di-
rection and a torsion bar in the roll direction. Darping is provided by
rotary viscous dampers with mechanical linkages to increase their effective
output for small gimbal motions. One set of dampers was connected directly
between the model fuselage and metric balance case for damping about the
roll axis. It was found experimentally that this soft grounding of the
balance did not affect the steady-state force and moment measurements. The
gimbal mounting system permitted the internal model assembly to respond to
destabilizing forces by rotating at the gimbal axis rather than storing
the energy as elastic deformations in the structure. The dampers dissi-
pated the energy as the gimbal deflected, resulting in a stable system.

Fuselage and Support Struts

The model fuselage consists of a nonstructural fiberglass and aluminum
outer shell mounted on a steel frame. Overall length is 123 inches and
maximum diameter is 17.3 inches. During the high-speed portion of the
test only, an inverted V-tail, shown in Figure 12, was used to increase
the lateral static stability margin of the fuselage. The basic fuselage,
including the V-tail, is the same as that utilized in the high-spen.d
rotorcraft drag investigation reported in Reference 11. A photograph of
the model with the side panels and nose section removed is shown in
Figure 113.

The struts for mounting the model in the wind tunnel were developed in'- *
conjunction with the soft damped gimbal system to provide, as nearly as.
possible, a rigid support for the external fuselage. The struts used for
the low-speed portions of the test are shown in Figure 114. Both the
longitudinal and lateral bracing were bolted to the tunnel framework. The
main struts were mounted on the wind tunnel balance frame, which was
grounded for these tests. Blockag, effects from the struts did not
appreciably disturb the rotor inflow, as most components were located in
a vertical plane well below the model. The strut installation for the
high-speed portion of the test was similar, except that the bracing struts
were attached below the level of the test sectibn floor.

Portions of the TRAC program completed during the first test series
utilized a different fuselage than described above, and both the first
and second test series employed different support strut hardware. How-
ever, all important components of ;he dynamically scaled TRAC rotor have
remained similar. The model tes+ installations utilized in the first and
second test series are shown in .igure 115. Both of these models were
mounted on a single main support strut and were not equipped with the
gimbal. The model tested in the first test series utilized the Sikorsky
compound helicopter fuselage described in Reference 12.
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